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QUANTIFYING THE UNIQUENESS OF FOOTWEAR IMPRESSIONS 
 
FROM THE SAME FOOTWEAR SOURCE 
 
LOUEN PEREIRA 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The field of impression evidence analysis employs the concept of uniqueness, in order to 
arrive at a conclusion of association, between an evidence and a reference sample. 
However, the idea of uniqueness and its application in this field of forensic science, is 
considered conceptual by a few practitioners and courts, as it fails to be supported by 
sound scientific studies and experimentation. This study aims to provide a scientific basis 
for the idea of uniqueness and its validity in footwear impression evidence analysis. 
Additionally, this study also aims to determine the presence or the lack of, a variation, 
between outsole impression size and the outsole size of the footwear that created the 
impression. 
The study required 3 volunteers to each, create 30 touch impressions and 10 step 
impressions with the same footwear, utilizing the EZID™ Footwear Impression System 
manufactured by Sirchie®.  
Using Adobe Photoshop™ CS4, the 30 touch impressions were analyzed by sequentially 
overlaying the impressions onto each other, in an effort to determine the area of overlay 
agreement between the impressions being analyzed. 
 Subsequently, the 10 step impressions were examined by measuring the size of the 
impression created on the EZID Impression test cards, from the toe area to the heel area 
vi 
of the outsole impression. The data obtained indicate that, even under controlled settings 
and while attempting to maintain constant pressure through the creation of footwear 
impressions, it is impossible to generate prints that overlay perfectly. Further, the data 
also shows that a negligible variation occurs between the footwear outsole length and the 
length of the impression it creates, using the EZID™ Footwear Impression System. This 
variation, however, is too small to cause any major hindrances in the estimation of 
footwear size. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Forensic Comparative Science 
To get a better understanding of any element of science, it is essential to delve into the 
realms of the very basic foundation of that field. This applies to the field of forensic 
comparative science as well. Forensic comparative science, largely thrives on 
understanding, analyzing and comparing patterns observed in our surroundings – natural 
or man-made, and their occurrence at and relevance to crime scenes.  
Forensic Comparative Science exploits the idea of uniqueness in two ways – its 
operational procedures and its conclusions. This concept plays an important role in the 
analytical methods employed, for identifying the source of an item of evidence retrieved 
from a crime scene & developing a possible association between evidence and reference 
items. However, discernible uniqueness among items of evidence can only be 
demonstrated and recognized with considerable experience in the field of impression 
evidence analysis (23) 
1.2  History and relevance of footwear impressions  
The discipline of forensic comparative science comprises the examination of multiple 
forms of evidence, most notably, latent prints, track impressions (footwear and tire), 
firearms and questioned documents. Track impressions, however, have been credited to 
be the oldest form of pattern evidence that employ comparative examination (17). Track 
impressions are defined as a single impression or a series of impressions left along a path 
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by a person, animal or thing, after it has moved through that path (5).  
The utility of these impressions have roots dating back to 9600 BC, when Paleolithic man 
hunted for food and would gauge the direction of travel or the type of animal, they 
sought, based off the hoof or footpad tracks in soil. Since then, the observance and 
understanding of track impressions expanded and it started to develop and become more 
prominent and relevant in various facets of human life. 
The first criminal case that shone light upon the relevance of footwear impression 
evidence came about through the Richardson case in Scotland, in the year 1786 (5). Boot 
prints found around the body of the murdered victim were retrieved and compared with 
every individual attending the victim’s funeral, the following day. The crime scene prints 
led to a match with the outsole design of the boots belonging to a man named 
Richardson. Since then, the usefulness of footwear impressions in a forensic investigation 
has gained considerable impetus, through extensive research and studies conducted in the 
field. Currently, it is one among the many valuable forms of evidence, to be located and 
retrieved from a crime scene, in order to possibly include or exclude the association of a 
person’s footwear with a scene. 
1.3 Basic theory and utility of footwear impression evidence 
Footwear impressions form an integral component of crime scene reconstruction by 
providing valuable information such as the number of persons involved in the event and 
the interaction between them, the direction of travel, point of entry and exit, the speed of 
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movement and, at times could even aid in determining the physical traits of the 
individuals involved (34) 
The frequency of observing footwear impressions, on any crime scene are almost equal or 
may be even greater than fingerprints (5). The observance and timely retrieval of these 
impressions from the scene, however, largely depends on the skill and training of the 
forensic analysts processing the crime scene. Impressions are created when footwear is 
pressed or stamped against a surface such as floor or furniture, which results in the 
generation of a static charge between the footwear outsole and the surface in contact (17). 
This static charge could result in deformation of the surface or transfer of material from 
the shoe to the surface. When material is transferred from the outsole of the shoe to the 
surface the shoe is in contact with, the impression is deemed as a positive impression. 
However, if the shoe creates an impression on a dirtied surface by removing material 
from it, the impression is termed as a negative impression (5). 
While footwear impressions may be present at any crime scene, the ability to locate them, 
largely depends on the degree of clarity of the impression. Based on their appearance, 
footwear impressions are classified into three types – Visible impressions, Plastic 
impressions and Latent impressions. Visible impressions are created due to transfer of 
material from the outsole of the shoe to the surface in contact. These impressions are 
visible to the naked eye, without additional enhancement or lighting. Examples of visible 
impressions are bloody shoe prints on a floor or carpet. Plastic prints are three 
dimensional impressions created on softer surfaces like snow or mud. Latent impressions 
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are those that are not easily visible to the naked eye and require additional processing and 
enhancement using chemical reagents, powders and alternate light sources.  
Examples of latent impressions are impressions on a hardwood floor or a window sill. 
Latent and visible footwear impressions are categorized as two-dimensional impressions, 
while plastic footwear impressions are considered as three-dimensional impressions. This 
classification is defined by the characteristics of the surface, on which the impression is 
deposited (22). Two-dimensional patterns are those that lie on the surface and are 
essentially superficial, while three dimensional impressions possess some degree of depth 
within the surface in contact. 
1.4 Collection and enhancement of footwear impression evidence 
Impression evidence is generally transient in nature and hence adequate steps must be 
taken to ensure efficient collection, documentation and preservation of this evidence. 
Photographing the impression at the crime scene is one of the most effective methods of 
documenting the impression in situ, and establishing a permanent record of the 
impression (41). Further, if the impression is on a movable surface, the entire surface is 
collected for further analysis in a laboratory. However, on the contrary, if the impression 
is located on a surface that is immovable and cannot be removed from the scene, certain 
techniques are applied for efficient collection of the impression for further analysis. 
Adhesive lifters and gel lifters can be used for lifting two-dimensional impressions from 
smooth and textured surfaces, respectively, while electrostatic dust lifters are useful for 
lifting two-dimensional impressions in dust and on dry surfaces, by means of an electric 
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charge. Three-dimensional impressions require more robust methods for collection, due 
to the depth of the impression and fragile surface characteristics. To this day, casting 
these type of impressions is regarded the most suitable method for collection of the 
evidence (10).  
Bodziak (2000) defines casting as, “the filling of a three-dimensional footwear 
impression with a material that will acquire and retain the characteristics that were left in 
that impression by the footwear”. Sulphur, plaster of Paris and dental stone, all in a 
solvent formulation, are some examples of commonly used materials for casting three-
dimensional footwear impressions. Casting allows effective retrieval of footwear 
impressions and enables forensic examiners to make comparisons with reference items.  
After collection of prints from the scene, forensic examiners utilize certain chemical 
reagents and powders, in an effort to enhance the impression and bring out the minute 
detailed characteristics of the impression. Luminol, Bluestar®, Leucocrystal Violet, 
Amido Black and Diaminobenzidine are few examples of reagents used for the purpose 
of enhancement. The choice of reagent depends largely on the substance from which the 
impression is formed, the physical and chemical properties of the surface and the 
preservation techniques (9). Photographs are taken of the enhanced impressions to 
maintain a permanent record. 
1.5 Examination of footwear impression evidence 
The production and appearance of the impressions is controlled by a number of variables 
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including physical factors such as the amount of pressure applied while creating the 
impressions, the structure of the foot and presence of any lower extremity bone defect, 
height, weight and gait of the individual creating the impression (11). The environmental 
variables include the amount and composition of contaminant (e.g. blood, mud, dust) on 
the footwear outsole, prior to transfer to the receiving surface, the nature of the receiving 
surface (porosity, texture) and the humidity (5). 
During laboratory analysis, a trained footwear analyst may try to determine the brand, 
size, make and model of the footwear that could have possibly created the evidentiary 
impression and may also make attempts to locate manufacturing defects, wear of the 
outsole and accidental characteristics. Manufacturing defects are characteristics that have 
arisen in the footwear during production stages and are largely attributed as machine or 
mould related artifacts. These manufacturing defects, in addition to outsole size and 
design pattern are class characteristics, as they are shared by every footwear item 
generated from the same mould and hence are insufficient to uniquely identify a shoe, to 
the exclusion of all others. Wear characteristics, on the other hand, provide a better 
association between the impression and the footwear source. The gait of each individual 
is different and the unique features of each person’s gait sculpt their footwear, in 
individual and reproducible patterns. As a result, items of footwear, identical at the time 
of purchase will gradually take on the characteristics specific to an individual, as well as 
reflect the effects of the physical environments into which they step (34). These wear 
characteristics are critical to footwear impression analytical procedures and can reflect 
multiple factors of the wearer – occupation, body weight, habits, foot type (19). 
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Accidental characteristics are non-reproducible cuts, tears or punctures that accumulate 
on the outsole as the shoe is worn. Although these characteristics are very similar to wear 
characteristics, they occur rarely. However. they may stand out as individualizing 
characteristics, i.e., details that could provide a strong degree of association (24).  
Along with evidence recovered from the crime scene, shoes from possible suspects are 
collected and submitted to crime laboratories for comparison.  
These shoes serve as a known form of evidence, as their source (the wearer) is often 
known. Reference impressions are created with the known footwear using ink and 
impression cards or transparency sheets. Photographs of the known evidence and 
reference impressions are collected for maintaining a permanent record. The impressions 
from the scene are then compared to the reference impressions by trained footwear 
examiners, using side-by-side comparisons or the superimposition method (38). An 
examiner has the ability to select from a range of techniques, to aid in the examination 
process. Adobe Photoshop®, special lighting, magnifying loops, low magnification, 
calipers etc, are available in most crime laboratories, to assist the examiner is determining 
length, width, tread design, surface characteristics and distortion of the evidence and 
reference impressions.  
The FBI, certain private consultants and state laboratories maintain databases of 
thousands of shoes or shoe impressions, with the aid of manufacturing companies. 
Footwear examiners may search these databases, in an effort to obtain information 
regarding the make, model, general characterstics and manufacturer details of a shoe and 
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thereby try to obtain additional details about the evidence impressions or attempt to 
narrow down a shoe source by identifying any similarity between a database impression 
and the evidence impression. There exists no defined number of matching characteristics 
between the known and unknown impressions that are required to reach a particular 
conclusion.  
Hence the conclusions that an analyst may derive from analysis, includes varying degrees 
of association, such as probably made/did not make, could have made etc, to incorporate 
the variability in the quantitative aspect of the features of this kind of evidence (27). 
Considering the wide range of elements that need to be proficiently understood and 
applied during analysis, it is essential that these comparative examinations be conducted 
only by trained professionals with experience in the field (46). The International 
Association of Identification (IAI) – an organization dedicated to Forensic Comparative 
Science, ensures that this is accomplished by providing proficiency tests, certification 
exams, conducting annual meetings, providing lectures and constantly striving to 
augment this field and its practices.  
Through the efforts of the FBI and a few forensic organizations, the Scientific Working 
Group for Footwear and Tire tread examiners (SWGTREAD) was formed in 2004.  This 
initiative was directed toward establishing an organization to standardize and advance 
forensic analysis of shoe print and tire tread evidence. In 2014, through the efforts of the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology and the Department of Justice, the  
Organization of Scientific Area Committees (OSAC)  was established. The primary aim 
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of this organization is to support the development and promulgation of forensic science 
standards and guidelines, and to ensure that a sufficient scientific basis exists for each 
discipline (50). In 2005, SWGTREAD published a set of standards and best practices, 
covering the areas of documentation, collection, examination and preservation of 
footwear evidence.  
The standards for documenting conclusions discourages the use of terms like “match” or 
“consistent with”, while interpreting impression evidence and instead prescribes 7 levels 
of conclusions that can be considered based on similarity or dissimilarity between 
observed characteristics (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Range of  SWGTREAD conclusions for shoe print and tire tread 
impression evidence (43). 
 
  
Conclusion 
Terminology 
Connotation Definition 
1. Identification Conclusion of 
Identity 
Highest degree of association. The 
particular shoe made the impression to the 
exclusion of all other shoes. 
2. Probably Made Very high degree 
of association 
The evidence is very persuasive that the 
shoe made the impression, yet some critical 
feature or quality is lacking and/or missing, 
hence an identification is not in order. 
3. Could have made Significant 
association of 
multiple class 
characteristics 
The design & physical size correspond, and 
there may also be some correspondence of 
the general condition of wear. 
4. Inconclusive Limited association 
of characteristics 
Few similarities observed, however, there 
are significant limiting factors in the 
questioned impression that do not permit a 
specific association between the questioned 
impression and the known shoe 
5. Probably did not 
make 
Very high degree 
of non-association 
The evidence is very persuasive that the 
shoe did not make the impression, but the 
impression lacks sufficient quality or 
clarity for a sure elimination. 
6. Elimination Definite exclusion The highest degree of non-association 
expressed in footwear impression 
examinations. 
This opinion means that the particular shoe 
did not make the impression 
7. Unsuitable Lacks sufficient 
detail for a 
meaningful 
comparison 
Insufficient detail was present in the 
questioned impression to enable any 
meaningful comparison with any known 
shoe 
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1.6 Study Hypothesis 
It is known that, repetitive impressions of the same item of footwear will never result in 
footwear impressions that are exactly the same in every minor aspect (5). The purpose of 
this study is to follow an experimental procedure to identify and quantitate the variations 
observed between multiple footwear impressions created repeatedly by the same 
individual, using the same footwear source. This study involved creation of footwear 
impressions by three individuals, under controlled settings, thereby minimizing the 
variables normally affecting the generation of these impressions. Despite the volunteer’s 
efforts to produce duplicate prints by maintaining constant pressure throughout, certain 
differences are observed in the overlays of impressions within and between volunteers. 
This study aims to quantify those differences by comparing the impressions between and 
within three volunteer data sets, using the superimposition method in Adobe Photoshop® 
(45). 
The study also provides data to determine, how accurately would the actual length of a 
footwear outsole be reflected in a step impression created by the same footwear source, 
under ideal conditions. For this purpose, multiple step impressions were created, their 
lengths were measured and the differences evaluated. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1   EZID™ Footwear impression system 
For the purpose of creating and collecting the footwear impressions/prints, the Sirchie® 
EZID™ Footwear impression system was utilized. The system kit consists of a non-
woven pad, EZID403 ink bottles and pre-sensitized impression cards. The pad was 
treated with 30ml EZID403 ink solution and allowed to stand for a week, at room 
temperature, in order to ensure complete saturation of the pad. Prior to collecting 
volunteer impressions, test impressions were created to check the efficacy of the pad and 
the impression cards. 
2.2   Recording footwear impressions 
A brand new, women’s size 8.5, L.L.Bean Portside canvas pair of shoes, with a 
herringbone outsole design, was obtained for this experiment and three female volunteers 
having a shoe size of 8.5 - 9, provided 30 touch impressions and 10 step impressions, 
each (Fig. 1A,B). The height and weight values for Volunteers 1, 2 and 3 were 
5'7"/116pounds, 5'6"/121pounds, 5'8.5"/123pounds, respectively. Both shoes were worn 
by the volunteers through the experiment, however only the right shoe was used to create 
the impressions. The touch impressions were created by stepping into the ink pad and 
then placing the footwear outsole onto the pre-sensitized impression cards, with the entire 
body weight concentrated on the right leg, for a few seconds, without movement.  
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Further, volunteers were instructed to maintain constant pressure throughout, by 
positioning the right leg perpendicular to the ground and avoid bending their right knee 
(Fig. 1A). The step impressions however, were created by stepping into the ink pad, 
followed by replicating a walking movement over the impression cards, in an effort to 
obtain the entire length of the outsole area (Fig 1B). 
                                             
Figure 1A: Posture maintained while producing a touch impression (left) and touch 
impression on an impression card (right). 
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                 . 
Figure 1B: Representation of production of a step impression (left) and a step 
impression on an impression card (right). 
Prior to creating the experimental impressions, each volunteer was asked to practice 
creating impressions, while maintaining constant pressure and leg posture throughout. 
After each impression was made, the volunteers were instructed to wipe off the excess 
ink on the footwear outsole by stepping onto a blank impression card, to avoid excess 
transfer of ink from subsequent impressions.  
Each of the impression cards was labeled before impression collection, based on the 
volunteer order number and the print sequence number. For example, print 6 created by 
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Volunteer 1, was labeled as V1-P6. Similarly, the remaining volunteers were designated 
as V2 and V3.  
The prints were numbered consequently for each and designated P1-P30. After the 
impressions were created, the cards were allowed to dry for approximately 5 minutes, 
prior to stacking and storing in a manila envelope. 
2.3    Digital Analysis 
In order to facilitate further analysis, each of the touch impression cards was 
photographed at a resolution of 7360 x 4912 pixels ( ~ 36 million pixels), using a Nikon 
D800 camera with a 105mm AF-S Micro Nikkon macro lens, mounted on a photography 
stand. The aperture, shutter speed and ISO were set at f16, 1/60 and 200 respectively. The 
flash setting of the camera was turned off and oblique lighting was utilized from both 
sides of the camera lens, to ensure adequate illumination. The photographs were 
transferred onto a laptop computer (Lenovo Idea Pad Z460, running Microsoft 7 OS), to 
perform further enhancement and analysis using Adobe Photoshop® CS4 Extended. 
2.4    Photoshop overlay procedure 
Each of the original impression images was cropped at 25cm x 11cm x 300 pixels per 
inch (ppi), to remove the excess surrounding white space. The original white background 
was removed and converted to a transparent white and gray checkered box background, 
under the ‘Layers’ tab in Photoshop®, to provide better contrast and visibility for some 
of the less intense design detail. The design of the outsole in the image was then 
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converted to solid black, under the ‘Adjustments’ tab, to provide an improved texture to 
the impression, for performing the overlay procedure (Fig. 2) 
                              
 
Figure 2: Comparison of original image (left) and image modified with Photoshop 
CS4® (right). 
 
The area of the solid black outsole design area was calculated in pixels within 
Photoshop®, by selecting the  ‘Shadows color range’ under the ‘Color Select’ tool. This 
range enabled the selection of the black pixels forming the impression image, while 
having no effect on the background. The pixel area was then calculated by selecting 
‘Record measurements’, under the ‘Analysis’ tab.  The first value represents the number 
of black pixels of the outsole design area, while the adjacent values represent the height 
       Original image at 7360 x 4912 pixels          Modified image at 25cm x 11cm x 300ppi 
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and width of the outsole design, measured along the x-y axis. Each of these values were 
recorded on an Excel® sheet and saved for data analysis.  
A second set of the impressions were saved in a white format using the ‘Adjustments’ tab 
setting, to facilitate the overlay procedure between two impressions created by the same 
volunteer. For the analysis, the black and white image were set horizontally in 
Photoshop® and the superimposition procedure was carried out (Fig. 3). 
 
Figure 3: Horizontal positioning of impression V1-P1 (above) and impression V1-P9 
(below) for the overlay procedure 
 
The overlay procedure was executed by selecting one image as a base image (always in a 
solid black format)  and then superimposing the subsequent images (white format) onto 
this base image. For example, when Volunteer 1- Impression 1 (V1-P1) was selected as a 
base image, the subsequent images (e.g. V1-P2, V1-P3…..V1-P30) were overlaid onto 
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V1-P1 in a sequential order. Similarly, when V1-P10 was selected as a base image, the 
subsequent images (e.g. V1-P11, V1-P12…..V1-P30) were overlaid onto V1-P10.  
For each set of prints all combinations of two prints were compared. A total of 435 
comparisons was conducted per volunteer data set. This value was calculated using the 
equation: 
!!!! !!! ! , where n = the number of impressions per data set (n =30) and k = 
the number of impressions per combination (k = 2). 
After achieving the overlays of the white format impressions over the black format base 
images, the cursor was placed over a design element of the impression in the center of the 
impression, which was selected as a reference point to use, in order to obtain the best 
possible overlay. The opacity of the white format impression was brought down from a 
100% to 50%. This reduction in opacity resulted in the appearance of a gray color in 
areas where the black base image and the white image overlaid and displayed areas of 
agreement in the impression pattern (Fig. 4). The areas where no overlay occurred, 
remained the original black and white. The ‘Free Transform’ function was selected, under 
the ‘Edit’ tab, and the rotation feature of this function was used. Thus the second image 
was rotated over the base image, to ensure optimal alignment of the two impressions and 
avoid any ambiguities.   
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Figure 4: Overlay agreement displayed in gray, for image V1-P9 over base image 
V1-P1 
The aligned impressions with the gray overlay data were then saved as a new image and 
combined into a single layer by activating the ‘Flatten image’ function in Photoshop®. 
Under the ‘Color select’ tab, the mid-tone colors (gray) was selected and the area in 
pixels, was recorded. This area displayed the area of agreement between the two layered 
impressions (45). In order to obtain the percent agreement value, the area of agreement 
between the two layered impressions was divided by the average of their individual pixel 
areas, and multiplied by 100. All these values were entered into an Excel® spread sheet.  
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Table 2 : Summary of the Photoshop® overlay procedure 
1. Impressions saved in a solid black format and a white format 
 
2. Calculate ridge area of black format impressions in Photoshop® 
 
3. Open a base image file (black format) and the subsequent overlay image (white 
format) in Photoshop® 
 
4. Superimpose white format image over base image 
 
5. Reduce opacity from 100% to 50% 
 
6. Achieve optimal alignment by using the ‘Free Transform’ function to rotate the 
overlay image over the base image 
 
7. Merge images in a single layer by selecting the ‘Flatten image’ function 
 
8. Record the area of agreement value by selecting the mid-tone (gray) color under 
the ‘Color Select’ tab 
 
9. Calculate percent of agreement value. 
 
% agreement = Area of agreement  x 100 
                         Average of ridge areas 
 
2.5    Control overlays between volunteers 
To display the degree of differences in percent of agreement between impressions 
obtained from the same volunteer and impressions obtained from two different 
volunteers, control overlays were recorded using the superimposition method in 
Photoshop®. A single positive control was obtained by overlaying a solid black format 
and a white format image of the same impression.  
Using the superimposition method described in section 2.4, a comparison between 
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volunteer groups was also achieved by the same process. For this purpose, impressions 
1,5,10,15,20,25 and 30 from each volunteer set, were selected and compared. For 
example, when Volunteer 1 – Impression 1 (V1-P1) was selected as a base image, the 
corresponding impression of Volunteer 2 (V2-P1) was overlaid onto the base image and 
the area of agreement was recorded. Subsequently, comparisons of [V1-P1 and V2-P1] 
and [V2-P1 and V3-P1] were made. Similar comparisons were performed for P5, 10, 15, 
20, 25, 30. 
2.6   Impression length variation  
In order to demonstrate the presence or absence of length variation between the outsole of 
the footwear and the impression it creates, and further to provide a numerical value for 
the same, each volunteer was asked to produce 10 step impressions. These impressions 
were labeled by volunteer number & alphabetical designation based on the sequence of 
deposition of the impression. For example, Impression 5 by Volunteer 1 was labeled V1-
PE.  
The average outsole length of the shoe used for this analysis, and the length of the 
impressions created, were then analyzed and documented in centimeters, by placing a 
ruler along the impression and documenting the length of the impression from the highest 
point on the curve of the toe area, to the highest point along the curve of the heel area. 
Certain design elements, located below the selected highest points, were used as 
reference points, to ensure consistency of measurements in the entire procedure. A single 
measurement from the shoe and each impression was made. 
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2.7    Graphs and statistical analysis 
The mean,  median and standard deviation was calculated, for all volunteer groups using 
Microsoft Excel®2010. Values which were determined to be greater or lower than 3 
standard deviations from the mean (99% confidence interval) were considered outliers, 
however no outliers were observed.  
The percentage agreement values were compared for each volunteer and their respective 
counts were rounded off to the nearest integer and graphed as a histogram, in order to 
determine if the data was normally distributed. 
 The existence of a difference or the lack of it, between the means of each data set was 
determined statistically using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test in Microsoft 
Excel®. Additionally, the range of values, the 25th percentile and 75th percentile values 
were also calculated. Graphs and charts were created to diagrammatically represent these 
statistical and empirical values. 
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RESULTS 
3.1  Statistical Calculations 
A total of 1305 comparisons were made in this study, with 435 comparisons per data set. 
A box plot was constructed for each data set, in an effort to display the variabilities 
observed outside each quartile range (Figure 5). 
Table 3:  Statistical values for each volunteer data set 
(n = Total number of comparisons taking all 30 impressions two at a time, 
BV = Between Volunteer comparisons) 
          
Volun-
teer No. n Mean Minimum Maximum Median Range Std. Dev Q1 Q3 
          
V1 435 64.34 50.02 88.49 63.68 38.47 9.23 56.04 71.35 
V2 435 64.44 50.02 90.02 64.94 40.00 9.35 57.75 73.41 
V3 435 67.51 50.02 94.50 67.74 44.48 11.19 57.55 76.50 
BV 21 69.16 50.10 79.30 70.2 29.05 7.72 65.24 75.26 
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Figure 5: Box-plot data distribution for each volunteer set 
 
After recording the area of agreement with Photoshop® and calculating the percentage of 
agreement, the percentage data was rounded off to the nearest integer and grouped into 
15 groups of 3 values each, for each volunteer data set. This data provided an 
understanding of the total distribution of percent agreement across the three study groups 
(Figure 6A, B, C). 
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Figure 6 A: Histogram of grouped percent overlay data  for Volunteer 1 
 
                  
Figure 6 B: Histogram of grouped percent overlay data  for Volunteer 2 
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      Figure 6 C: Histogram of grouped percent overlay data for Volunteer 3 
3.2  Comparison of means between data sets 
The means between volunteer data sets was analyzed to estimate the performance of each 
data set by itself and in comparison to others. For this purpose, the one – factor analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) statistical test was utilized in Microsoft Excel®. The ANOVA test 
is utilized to determine the equality between population means, in samples with a 
quantative outcome, involving three or more independent data sets. The term one-factor 
is indicative of a single variable, on which analysis is performed between three or more 
groups. In this study the single variable is the percentage of agreement values compared 
between the three volunteer data sets. An F(statistic) value is generated by the ANOVA 
test for the data being analyzed, and this value is compared to an F(critical) value, 
obtained from a standard F-table.  
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It must be noted that the results of the F test are not affected by moderate departures from 
normality, especially for a large number of observations in each group or sample. In other 
words, the F test is robust with respect to violation of the assumption of normality. In this 
study, the F(statistic) value was observed to be greater than the F(critical) value, thereby 
rejecting the null hypothesis (Ho) (Table 4). Hence, it was determined, with 95% 
confidence that the means of the three data sets were significantly different.  
   Table 4: ANOVA data for the study generated in Microsoft Excel® 
 
 
 
In an effort to determine which specific data sets differed, a post-hoc Tukey test was 
performed in Microsoft Excel® (Table 5). This test determined that  Volunteer data set 1 
and Volunteer data set 2 do not differ significantly since their P(stat) value is greater than 
the alpha level of significance (0.05) and they have similar means. However, the P(stat) 
SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
V1 435 27989 64.342529 85.25849
V2 435 28470.01 65.448299 87.49593
V3 435 29370.56 67.518529 125.3276
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 2261.356 2 1130.6778 11.37953 1.261E-05 3.00263565
Within Groups 129367.6 1302 99.36069
Total 131629 1304
Ho : There is no difference in the means between the three data sets 
H1 : There is a difference in the means between the three data sets 
95% Confidence, Alpha level = 0.05 
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value of Volunteer data set 3 was observed to be lower than 0.05 and hence this data set 
is significantly different from data of Volunteers 1 and 2. Further, the standard deviation 
value observed for Volunteer 3 data set (Std. Dev- 11.19) was comparatively larger than 
Volunteer 1 data set (Std. Dev - 9.23) and Volunteer 2 data set (Std. Dev -9.35). 
Therefore, it is evident that Volunteer 1 and Volunteer 2 performed slightly better than 
Volunteer 3, in providing consistent impressions through the study.  
                     Table 5: Post-hoc Tukey test data summary 
Volunteer 
No. 
Pooled 
Variance df P(stat) Result 
     V1-V2 86.37 868 0.07 > 0.05 
V1-V3 105.29 868 0.000006 < 0.05 
V2-V3 106.41 868 0.003 < 0.05 
 
3.3   Comparison of range between data sets 
Impressions from Volunteer 3 displayed a wider range of overlay agreements in 
comparison to the other Volunteer data sets. Although the maximum possible agreement 
value was observed for Volunteer data set 3, there still exists a larger difference in the 
percent agreement values, between the multiple impressions from the same data set, 
ranging from 50.02% to 94.5%. Although Volunteer 3 produced two impressions which 
had the greatest percent of agreement – 94.5%, the range of values was greatest for the 
impressions of Volunteer 3. 
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3.4 Control overlays between volunteers 
Comparison of a small subset of impressions between volunteer data sets provided 
percent agreement values ranging from 50.01% to 79.3%, with an average of 70.2% 
(Table 3). This data displays some degree of similarity between different volunteers  
creating impressions utilizing the same footwear source (Figure 7). While the maximum 
percent of agreement obtained for this data set is 79%, it falls short, by an approximate 
range of 9–15%, in comparison to the maximum values observed for the individual 
volunteer data sets (i.e, 88–94%). 
 
Figure 7: Percent agreement values between volunteer data sets 
 
3.5   Length impression data 
Comparison of lengths between the measurements of the footwear outsole and the 
impressions generated by the footwear provided a negligible variation in size (Table 6). 
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The results obtained suggest that an approximate estimation of length can be reached 
when analyzing an evidentiary impression with this type of Canvas shoes.  
Table 6: Recorded data for footwear length impression, for each volunteer group 
Length of right 
shoe 
 
27.5 cm 
     Number of 
impressions 
 
30 
     
        
Group Mean Median 
Standard 
Deviation Q1 Q3 
Mini-
mum 
Maxi-
mum 
        V1 27.34 27.35 0.0394 27.3 27.36 27.3 27.4 
V2 27.26 27.27 0.061 27.2 27.36 27.15 27.35 
V3 27.33 27.35 0.047 27.3 27.4 27.3 27.4 
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DISCUSSIONS 
4.1  Observations from overlay data 
While generating overlays, one of the most striking observations obtained was the 
variation in the appearance of the impression between volunteers, inspite of utilizing the 
same footwear source. While one volunteer generated an impression with a prominent 
heel area and a partial toe area, another generated a contrary impression. This variation in 
appearance evidenced the effect of differences in weight distribution over the surface of 
the shoe, postures and walking styles among different individuals, being reflected in their 
footwear impression (Fig. 8) 
                                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Variation in weight distribution reflected in the appearance of the 
impressions between V2 (left) and V1 (right) . 
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4.2  Reasons for overlay mismatch 
The primary cause for variations between impressions from the same volunteer could be 
attributed to inability of each volunteer to consistently maintain the same body weight 
distribution across the surface of the shoe through the procedure (Figure 9)                    
                                  
Figure 9: Inconsistency in weight distribution across surface of the shoe reflected in 
the appearance of two impressions created by Volunteeer 1. 
The highest percentage of agreement was observed in Volunteer data set 3 and was 
determined to be 94.50%. This is suggestive of a high degree of consistency being 
maintained by the volunteer, while creating the two specific impressions. The highest 
percentage of agreement values for the two other data sets, were 88.49% and 90.02%  
respectively. However, on observing the ranges of the maximum-minimum values and 
the standard deviation from the mean between the volunteer groups, it is evident that 
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Volunteer 3 displayed results with a larger standard deviation and a wider interquartile 
range.  
This data indicates that it is unlikely for individuals to generate two impressions that 
perfectly overlay due to variation in their body weight distribution each time an 
impression is created. This highlights the importance of looking at all the impressions 
generated by each data set during analysis, as opposed to making conclusions based on a 
few observations. 
4.3  Control Overlays 
The positive control was obtained by superimposing the same impression in the two 
different color formats – white and solid black (Figure 9). A 100% area of agreement was 
observed for the positive control, as anticipated (data not shown). This suggests that a 
perfect overlay is possible in nature, only when a duplicate copy of an image or object is 
overlaid or compared with the same image or object (7). This would be relevant in 
matters of forgery and fabrication of evidence such as fingerprints and questioned 
documents. Forgery refers to duplicating an orginal by copying directly from the source, 
while fabrication refers to modifications or alterations made to the original. Taking into 
consideration, the various influencing factors affecting pattern evidence, if perfect 
matches are observed in an investigation, they serve as a red flag for possible 
falsification. 
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Figure 10 : Positive control 
Further analysis conducted on a small group of impressions between volunteer data sets,  
provided overlay agreement values ranging from 50.1% to 79.3%. While there exists 
some concordance between impressions generated by two different persons, the highest 
percent of agreement value generated for this data set (i.e, 79.3%) is lower than the 
highest percent agreement values observed for each of the individual volunteer data sets 
(Table 3). The comparisons of impressions between volunteer data sets was conducted on 
a smaller sample size, i.e 7 impressions from each volunteer data set, thereby generating 
21 observations. The body weight and height values are almost similar between 
Volunteer 1 (5ft 7 inches, 116 pounds), Volunteer 2 (5ft 6 inches, 121 pounds)  and 
Volunteer 3 (5ft, 8.5 inches, 123 pounds).  
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Hence in correlation with studies conducted by James et al (2007), it could be assumed 
that the percent agreement between impressions from different volunteers is largely due 
to certain shared traits between humans in terms of body weight and height, walking 
characteristic, or general foot structure (19).  
The absence of a higher percentage of agreement between volunteer data sets could likely 
be attributed to certain differences between volunteers such as posture and general weight 
distribution across the surface of the shoe (Figure 8). Hence if the wearer of a shoe, 
creating an impression at a crime scene, is different from the owner of the same shoe, a 
comparison of each of their footwear impressions may display a larger degree of 
variation in contrast to the variations observed in multiple impressions created by either 
of the two individuals. 
4.4  Length impression data 
There is a dearth of available literature concerning length estimation of footwear outsoles 
and their respective impressions. In this study an estimation of length of the the right shoe 
outsole  and its impression were measured to track any differences that maybe observed 
when a footwear creates an impression over a surface. Length measurements were 
preferred over width measurements, as outsole width has a wide range of variability and 
hence cannot be accurately utilized for size prediction (47). Consistent results were 
observed between the study groups and a negligible difference was recorded between the 
right shoe and its corresponding impression. These results suggest that an approximate 
estimation of footwear length can be obtained from a questioned impression and this can 
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provide concurrent leads in an investigation.  
Although an estimation of size, alone, cannot be utilized for identity, it is significant in 
coalition with other characteristics observed and can narrow down possible sources of 
footwear. It must be noted that, the information obtained in this study was recorded under 
controlled settings, utilizing one type of footwear (Canvas shoes).  
Variations in lengths could be observed with different types of footwear and under 
different circumstances such as the nature of the receiving surface, dimensions of the 
impression, contaminants etc (15). Additional research would be required to obtain an 
empirical value of length variations for different types of shoes 
4.5  Sirchie® Inkpad kit – EZID™ Footwear system 
The EZID Footwear kit is a fairly new enhancement system and is not widely used, as 
yet, in the US or elsewhere. Certain observations were made regarding the characteristics 
and the utility aspects of the kit, during the course of this study. While the kit does 
possess advantageous applications for footwear impression collection at crime scenes, its 
resourcefulness largely depends on its appropriate usage. Practice impressions collected 
from a newly inked kit, after the manufacturer’s prescribed resting time of 15 minutes, 
displayed smudges over the impression cards within two days. This could be attributed to 
excess ink being lifted up by the footwear outsole from the incompletely saturated ink-
pad and consequently deposited onto the highly senstive impression cards. Such an 
outcome is greatly concerning in case of footwear impression analysis which largely rests 
on comparative examinations.  
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Any loss in detail affects the efficacy and admissibility of these impressions and proves 
to be futile.  
These results emphasize further, the need for validation studies to be conducted on any 
equipment or material utilized in a forensic laboratory, regardless of the scientific or 
heuristic nature of the field. Prior to collecting experimental impressions, the appropriate 
utility of the inkpad kit was further analyzed and, a duration of seven days was prescribed 
as an accurate resting time period for the inkpad. Following this duration, clear and 
precise impressions were recorded on the impression cards and were utilized further in 
this study. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The results obtained in this study provided empirical data in support of the concept of 
uniqueness and its utility in pattern evidence analysis. As stated by Vanderkolk (2009), 
‘No two applications of the same shoe or tire to a similar substrate will result in an 
identical print. There is no such thing as a perfect match between impressions, prints or 
images from the same source’. In this study, it was observed that even under controlled 
settings, it was not possible to obtain a perfect agreement of characteristics between two 
impressions, created sequentially by the same person. The percent agreement values 
obtained in this study, ranged from 50.02 % to 94.50 % (appendix). This can be attributed 
to the difference in posture and weight distribution over the entire surface of the foot, 
each time the foot is placed on the ground or a step is produced (11). Additionally, the 
length estimation study provided a negligible length variation of 0.19 cm and therefore 
proved the absence of a large variation between the length of the footwear outsole and the 
length of the impression it creates, for this canvas shoe and footwear impression system.  
FUTURE RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES 
This study could provide headway to numerous research ideas within footwear 
impression analysis. 
As observed in this study, a person’s gait and overall stature, do play a role in the 
appearance of a footwear impression created by that person. Gait analysis has not been 
widely studied in the US, however a number of European experts have worked and 
continue to do so, in order to aid forensic investigations.  
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Even an estimation of a person’s gait, based off his/her footwear impressions could 
provide significant information in narrowing possible suspects. Scientific research could 
be conducted in colloboration with anthropologists and orthopaedics to understand the 
significance of gait and its ability to individualize a person’s footwear or foot impression. 
Further it would be resourceful to define certain peculiar characteristics that could be 
noticed in a footwear impression and correlate those with gait characteristics. Bone 
structure of the foot and its effect on pressure variation can also  be studied. 
This study looked at size variations in one specific type of footwear – Canvas shoes. 
Additional research could be conducted on different types of shoes and an approximation 
of size variation in each different shoe type could be estimated. Also various surface 
factors, contaminants and external conditions could be analyzed, to check their effect on 
the resultant size of the footwear impression. 
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APPENDICES 
Impression design detail area 
  Impression # Pixel Area 
  V1-P1 406697 
V1-P2 415818 
V1-P3 460506 
V1-P4 433329 
V1-P5 388716 
V1-P6 437839 
V1-P7 468346 
V1-P8 435603 
V1-P9 465805 
V1-P10 421394 
V1-P11 436279 
V1-P12 399628 
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V1-P13 430092 
V1-P14 458774 
V1-P15 421534 
V1-P16 425835 
V1-P17 400733 
V1-P18 410370 
V1-P19 446873 
V1-P20 393848 
V1-P21 364810 
V1-P22 520362 
V1-P23 421958 
V1-P24 500642 
V1-P25 434425 
V1-P26 478266 
V1-P27 504038 
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V1-P28 460419 
V1-P29 466654 
V1-P30 449889 
  
V2-P1 674526 
V2-P2 630679 
V2-P3 452603 
V2-P4 466329 
V2-P5 442905 
V2-P6 429773 
V2-P7 407570 
V2-P8 417279 
V2-P9 449526 
V2-P10 455250 
V2-P11 562969 
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V2-P12 479320 
V2-P13 425216 
V2-P14 520819 
V2-P15 513228 
V2-P16 521970 
V2-P17 513052 
V2-P18 429947 
V2-P19 428268 
V2-P20 410309 
V2-P21 443708 
V2-P22 422116 
V2-P23 364565 
V2-P24 396722 
V2-P25 441275 
V2-P26 458936 
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V2-P27 341282 
V2-P28 462649 
V2-P29 345936 
V2-P30 339449 
  
V3-P1 391952 
V3-P2 371752 
V3-P3 355600 
V3-P4 424439 
V3-P5 387994 
V3-P6 410074 
V3-P7 378673 
V3-P8 432358 
V3-P9 368572 
V3-P10 448819 
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V3-P11 389158 
V3-P12 406056 
V3-P13 327082 
V3-P14 423738 
V3-P15 438358 
V3-P16 372823 
V3-P17 404860 
V3-P18 416611 
V3-P19 394989 
V3-P20 447831 
V3-P21 410868 
V3-P22 480175 
V3-P23 448071 
V3-P24 366785 
V3-P25 436929 
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V3-P26 400688 
V3-P27 456719 
V3-P28 397437 
V3-P29 429319 
V3-P30 387123 
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Overlay Area of 
agreement 
Avg of ridge 
area  
% agreement of 
overlay 
    
V1-P2; V1-P1 257526 411257.5 62.6 
V1-P3; V1-P1 302440 433601.5 70 
V1-P4; V1-P1 293823 420013 69.95 
V1-P5; V1-P1 330672 397706.5 83.14 
V1-P6; V1-P1 233500 422268 55.29 
V1-P7; V1-P1 226278 437521.5 51.71 
V1-P8; V1-P1 301916 421150 71.68 
V1-P9; V1-P1 330604 436251 75.78 
V1-P10; V1-P1 262862 414045.5 63.48 
V1-P11; V1-P1 212625 421488 50.44 
V1-P12; V1-P1 211053 403162.5 52.34 
V1-P13; V1-P1 225824 418394.5 53.97 
V1-P14; V1-P1 310966 432735.5 71.86 
V1-P15; V1-P1 291515 414115.5 70.39 
V1-P16; V1-P1 257755 416266 61.92 
V1-P17; V1-P1 226264 403715 56.04 
V1-P18; V1-P1 215636 408533.5 52.78 
V1-P19; V1-P1 236118 426785 55.32 
V1-P20; V1-P1 240554 400272.5 60.09 
V1-P21; V1-P1 243171 385753.5 63.03 
V1-P22; V1-P1 267438 463529.5 57.69 
V1-P23; V1-P1 305809 414327.5 73.8 
V1-P24; V1-P1 318846 453669.5 70.28 
V1-P25; V1-P1 291155 420561 69.23 
V1-P26; V1-P1 303183 442481.5 68.51 
V1-P27; V1-P1 303437 455367.5 66.63 
V1-P28; V1-P1 252485 433558 58.23 
V1-P29; V1-P1 304978 436675.5 69.84 
V1-P30; V1-P1 324122 428293 75.67 
V1-P3; V1-P2 312611 438162 71.34 
V1-P4; V1-P2 240415 424573.5 56.62 
V1-P5; V1-P2 263693 402267 65.55 
Percent overlay data 
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V1-P6; V1-P2 273362 426828.5 64.04 
V1-P7; V1-P2 241629 442082 54.65 
V1-P8; V1-P2 268552 425710.5 63.08 
V1-P9; V1-P2 280736 440811.5 63.68 
V1-P10; V1-P2 215260 418606 51.42 
V1-P11; V1-P2 284687 426048.5 66.82 
V1-P12; V1-P2 230481 407723 56.52 
V1-P13; V1-P2 251212 422955 59.39 
V1-P14; V1-P2 249777 437296 57.11 
V1-P15; V1-P2 257141 418676 61.41 
V1-P16; V1-P2 225905 420826.5 53.68 
V1-P17; V1-P2 274310 408275.5 67.18 
V1-P18; V1-P2 215347 413094 52.13 
V1-P19; V1-P2 288409 431345.5 66.86 
V1-P20; V1-P2 286800 404833 70.84 
V1-P21; V1-P2 215206 390314 55.13 
V1-P22; V1-P2 346308 468090 73.98 
V1-P23; V1-P2 282065 418888 67.33 
V1-P24; V1-P2 260063 458230 56.75 
V1-P25; V1-P2 265415 425121.5 62.43 
V1-P26; V1-P2 272842 447042 61.03 
V1-P27; V1-P2 329783 459928 71.7 
V1-P28; V1-P2 372690 438118.5 85.06 
V1-P29; V1-P2 255300 441236 57.86 
V1-P30; V1-P2 298951 432853.5 69.06 
V1-P4; V1-P3 226167 446917.5 50.6 
V1-P5; V1-P3 328239 424611 77.3 
V1-P6; V1-P3 247916 449172.5 55.19 
V1-P7; V1-P3 345987 464426 74.49 
V1-P8; V1-P3 336727 448054.5 75.15 
V1-P9; V1-P3 340940 463155.5 73.61 
V1-P10; V1-P3 248877 440950 56.44 
V1-P11; V1-P3 270592 448392.5 60.34 
V1-P12; V1-P3 264568 430067 61.51 
V1-P13; V1-P3 255669 445299 57.41 
V1-P14; V1-P3 302128 459640 65.73 
V1-P15; V1-P3 272075 441020 62 
V1-P16; V1-P3 286096 443170.5 64.55 
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V1-P17; V1-P3 260348 430619.5 60.45 
V1-P18; V1-P3 236057 435438 54.21 
V1-P19; V1-P3 284705 453689.5 62.75 
V1-P20; V1-P3 332533 427177 77.84 
V1-P21; V1-P3 240929 412658 58.38 
V1-P22; V1-P3 315319 490434 64.29 
V1-P23; V1-P3 247375 441232 56.06 
V1-P24; V1-P3 250137 480574 52.04 
V1-P25; V1-P3 339474 447465.5 75.86 
V1-P26; V1-P3 357474 469386 76.15 
V1-P27; V1-P3 383155 482272 79.44 
V1-P28; V1-P3 332288 460462.5 72.16 
V1-P29; V1-P3 305253 463580 65.84 
V1-P30; V1-P3 347445 455197.5 76.32 
V1-P5; V1-P4 215614 411022.5 52.5 
V1-P6; V1-P4 226203 435584 51.93 
V1-P7; V1-P4 236628 450837.5 52.48 
V1-P8; V1-P4 222692 434466 52.46 
V1-P9; V1-P4 229689 449567 51.09 
V1-P10; V1-P4 234345 427361.5 54.83 
V1-P11; V1-P4 287742 434804 66.17 
V1-P12; V1-P4 280124 416478.5 67.26 
V1-P13; V1-P4 234361 431710.5 54.28 
V1-P14; V1-P4 227689 446051.5 51.04 
V1-P15; V1-P4 266501 427431.5 62.34 
V1-P16; V1-P4 223455 429582 52.01 
V1-P17; V1-P4 209111 417031 50.14 
V1-P18; V1-P4 227871 421849.5 54.01 
V1-P19; V1-P4 310549 440101 70.56 
V1-P20; V1-P4 221816 413588.5 53.63 
V1-P21; V1-P4 287899 399069.5 72.14 
V1-P22; V1-P4 302165 476845.5 63.36 
V1-P23; V1-P4 225586 427643.5 52.75 
V1-P24; V1-P4 383790 466985.5 82.18 
V1-P25; V1-P4 245274 433877 56.53 
V1-P26; V1-P4 248905 455797.5 54.6 
V1-P27; V1-P4 272884 468683.5 58.22 
V1-P28; V1-P4 253361 446874 56.69 
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V1-P29; V1-P4 258282 449991.5 57.39 
V1-P30; V1-P4 231727 441609 52.47 
V1-P6; V1-P5 229437 413277.5 55.51 
V1-P7; V1-P5 228036 428531 53.55 
V1-P8; V1-P5 286955 412159.5 69.62 
V1-P9; V1-P5 321900 427260.5 75.34 
V1-P10; V1-P5 263262 405055 64.99 
V1-P11; V1-P5 218107 412497.5 52.87 
V1-P12; V1-P5 211869 394172 53.75 
V1-P13; V1-P5 224936 409404 54.94 
V1-P14; V1-P5 300048 423745 70.8 
V1-P15; V1-P5 308908 405125 76.25 
V1-P16; V1-P5 253535 407275.5 62.25 
V1-P17; V1-P5 210160 394724.5 53.24 
V1-P18; V1-P5 237622 399543 59.47 
V1-P19; V1-P5 242011 417794.5 57.92 
V1-P20; V1-P5 252499 391282 64.53 
V1-P21; V1-P5 192164 376763 51 
V1-P22; V1-P5 280872 454539 61.79 
V1-P23; V1-P5 342518 405337 84.5 
V1-P24; V1-P5 224967 444679 50.59 
V1-P25; V1-P5 309550 411570.5 75.21 
V1-P26; V1-P5 310182 433491 71.55 
V1-P27; V1-P5 316004 446377 70.79 
V1-P28; V1-P5 282060 424567.5 66.43 
V1-P29; V1-P5 272484 427685 63.71 
V1-P30; V1-P5 343419 419302.5 81.9 
V1-P7; V1-P6 398325 453092.5 87.9 
V1-P8; V1-P6 229832 436721 52.62 
V1-P9; V1-P6 247375 451822 54.75 
V1-P10; V1-P6 303189 429616.5 70.57 
V1-P11; V1-P6 222371 437059 50.87 
V1-P12; V1-P6 280195 418733.5 66.91 
V1-P13; V1-P6 336390 433965.5 77.51 
V1-P14; V1-P6 262667 448306.5 58.59 
V1-P15; V1-P6 255356 429686.5 59.42 
V1-P16; V1-P6 264709 431837 61.29 
V1-P17; V1-P6 333977 419286 79.65 
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V1-P18; V1-P6 304392 424104.5 71.77 
V1-P19; V1-P6 233710 442356 52.83 
V1-P20; V1-P6 225254 415843.5 54.16 
V1-P21; V1-P6 207309 401324.5 51.65 
V1-P22; V1-P6 285218 479100.5 59.53 
V1-P23; V1-P6 242347 429898.5 56.37 
V1-P24; V1-P6 283551 469240.5 60.42 
V1-P25; V1-P6 304655 436132 69.85 
V1-P26; V1-P6 261144 458052.5 57.01 
V1-P27; V1-P6 319784 470938.5 67.9 
V1-P28; V1-P6 287675 449129 64.05 
V1-P29; V1-P6 294428 452246.5 65.1 
V1-P30; V1-P6 244152 443864 55 
V1-P8; V1-P7 292064 451974.5 64.61 
V1-P9; V1-P7 246675 467075.5 52.81 
V1-P10; V1-P7 299777 444870 67.38 
V1-P11; V1-P7 255103 452312.5 56.39 
V1-P12; V1-P7 229742 433987 52.93 
V1-P13; V1-P7 325354 449219 74.42 
V1-P14; V1-P7 254717 463560 54.94 
V1-P15; V1-P7 252666 444940 56.78 
V1-P16; V1-P7 260876 447090.5 58.34 
V1-P17; V1-P7 362701 434539.5 83.46 
V1-P18; V1-P7 303840 439358 69.15 
V1-P19; V1-P7 268411 457609.5 58.65 
V1-P20; V1-P7 282565 431097 65.54 
V1-P21; V1-P7 223500 416578 53.65 
V1-P22; V1-P7 324835 494354 65.7 
V1-P23; V1-P7 244124 445152 54.84 
V1-P24; V1-P7 261807 484494 54.03 
V1-P25; V1-P7 296177 451385.5 65.61 
V1-P26; V1-P7 256682 473306 54.23 
V1-P27; V1-P7 346980 486192 71.36 
V1-P28; V1-P7 301840 464382.5 64.99 
V1-P29; V1-P7 283041 467500 60.54 
V1-P30; V1-P7 248052 459117.5 54.02 
V1-P9; V1-P8 306125 458254.5 66.8 
V1-P10; V1-P8 252470 428498.5 58.91 
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V1-P11; V1-P8 241302 435941 55.35 
V1-P12; V1-P8 247313 417615.5 59.22 
V1- P13; V1-P8 246429 432847.5 56.93 
V1-P14; V1-P8 276820 447188.5 61.9 
V1-P15; V1-P8 256122 428568.5 59.76 
V1-P16; V1-P8 282003 430719 65.47 
V1-P17; V1-P8 251841 418168 60.22 
V1-P18; V1-P8 213113 422986.5 50.38 
V1-P19; V1-P8 255671 441238 57.94 
V1-P20; V1-P8 289029 414725.5 68 
V1-P21; V1-P8 259537 400206.5 64.85 
V1-P22; V1-P8 285541 477982.5 59.73 
V1-P23; V1-P8 285799 428780.5 66.65 
V1-P24; V1-P8 315862 468122.5 67.47 
V1-P25; V1-P8 320727 435014 73.72 
V1-P26; V1-P8 358025 456934.5 78.35 
V1-P27; V1-P8 346109 469820.5 73.66 
V1-P28; V1-P8 306744 448011 68.46 
V1-P29; V1-P8 296834 451128.5 65.79 
V1-P30; V1-P8 307841 442746 69.52 
V1-P10; V1-P9 264951 443599.5 59.72 
V1-P11; V1-P9 253391 451042 56.17 
V1-P12; V1-P9 249005 432716.5 57.54 
V1-P13; V1-P9 270999 447948.5 60.49 
V1-P14; V1-P9 365471 462289.5 79.05 
V1-P15; V1-P9 351670 443669.5 79.26 
V1-P16; V1-P9 320646 445820 71.92 
V1-P17; V1-P9 223375 433269 51.55 
V1-P18; V1-P9 251167 438087.5 57.33 
V1-P19; V1-P9 273429 456339 59.91 
V1-P20; V1-P9 306888 429826.5 71.39 
V1-P21; V1-P9 315503 415307.5 75.96 
V1-P22; V1-P9 301234 493083.5 61.09 
V1-P23; V1-P9 326312 443881.5 73.51 
V1-P24; V1-P9 358049 483223.5 74.09 
V1-P25; V1-P9 321170 450115 71.35 
V1-P26; V1-P9 417722 472035.5 88.49 
V1-P27; V1-P9 346673 484921.5 71.49 
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V1-P28; V1-P9 306974 463112 66.28 
V1-P29; V1-P9 340157 466229.5 72.95 
V1-P30; V1-P9 324173 457847 70.8 
V1-P11; V1-P10 247753 428836.5 57.77 
V1-P12; V1-P10 282146 410511 68.73 
V1-P13; V1-P10 311608 425743 73.19 
V1-P14; V1-P10 315738 440084 71.74 
V1-P15; V1-P10 300193 421464 71.22 
V1-P16; V1-P10 327243 423614.5 77.25 
V1-P17; V1-P10 279564 411063.5 68 
V1-P18; V1-P10 296462 415882 71.28 
V1-P19; V1-P10 267249 434133.5 61.55 
V1-P20; V1-P10 211952 407621 51.99 
V1-P21; V1-P10 256233 393102 65.18 
V1-P22; V1-P10 244009 470878 51.82 
V1-P23; V1-P10 279648 421676 66.31 
V1-P24; V1-P10 328808 461018 71.32 
V1-P25; V1-P10 235625 427909.5 55.06 
V1-P26; V1-P10 309436 449830 68.78 
V1-P27; V1-P10 260757 462716 56.35 
V1-P28; V1-P10 239760 440906.5 54.37 
V1-P29; V1-P10 369942 444024 83.31 
V1-P30; V1-P10 293005 435641.5 67.25 
V1-P12; V1-P11 350520 417953.5 83.86 
V1-P13; V1-P11 281650 433185.5 65.01 
V1-P14; V1-P11 241254 447526.5 53.9 
V1-P15; V1-P11 228384 428906.5 53.24 
V1-P16; V1-P11 292972 431057 67.96 
V1-P17; V1-P11 264542 418506 63.21 
V1-P18; V1-P11 215142 423324.5 50.82 
V1-P19; V1-P11 385112 441576 87.21 
V1-P20; V1-P11 294466 415063.5 70.94 
V1-P21; V1-P11 265806 400544.5 66.36 
V1-P22; V1-P11 395769 478320.5 82.74 
V1-P23; V1-P11 239995 429118.5 55.92 
V1-P24; V1-P11 325451 468460.5 69.47 
V1-P25; V1-P11 274845 435352 63.13 
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V1-P26; V1-P11 244784 457272.5 53.53 
V1-P27; V1-P11 304973 470158.5 64.86 
V1-P28; V1-P11 285944 448349 63.77 
V1-P29; V1-P11 231113 451466.5 51.19 
V1-P30; V1-P11 235928 443084 53.24 
V1-P13; V1-P12 324415 414860 78.19 
V1-P14; V1-P12 231040 429201 53.83 
V1-P15; V1-P12 211255 410581 51.45 
V1-P16; V1-P12 210620 412731.5 51.03 
V1-P17; V1-P12 301566 400180.5 75.35 
V1-P18; V1-P12 278235 404999 68.7 
V1-P19; V1-P12 342394 423250.5 80.89 
V1-P20; V1-P12 272411 396738 68.66 
V1-P21; V1-P12 215174 382219 56.29 
V1-P22; V1-P12 347188 459995 75.47 
V1-P23; V1-P12 225190 410793 54.81 
V1-P24; V1-P12 307560 450135 68.32 
V1-P25; V1-P12 263059 417026.5 63.07 
V1-P26; V1-P12 239712 438947 54.61 
V1-P27; V1-P12 290360 451833 64.26 
V1-P28; V1-P12 262454 460419 57 
V1-P29; V1-P12 335291 433141 77.4 
V1-P30; V1-P12 227043 424758.5 53.45 
V1-P14; V1-P13 282052 444433 63.46 
V1-P15; V1-P13 241360 425813 56.68 
V1-P16; V1-P13 296989 427963.5 69.39 
V1-P17; V1-P13 278710 415412.5 67.09 
V1-P18; V1-P13 264076 420231 62.84 
V1-P19; V1-P13 297004 438482.5 67.73 
V1-P20; V1-P13 211677 411970 51.38 
V1-P21; V1-P13 260536 397451 65.55 
V1-P22; V1-P13 352976 475227 74.27 
V1-P23; V1-P13 237233 426025 55.68 
V1-P24; V1-P13 347886 465367 74.75 
V1-P25; V1-P13 278154 432258.5 64.34 
V1-P26; V1-P13 275935 454179 60.75 
V1-P27; V1-P13 242905 467065 52 
V1-P28; V1-P13 367145 445255.5 82.45 
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V1-P29; V1-P13 309886 448373 69.11 
V1-P30; V1-P13 237176 439990.5 53.9 
V1-P15; V1-P14 330086 440154 74.99 
V1-P16; V1-P14 330480 442304.5 74.71 
V1-P17; V1-P14 239852 429753.5 55.81 
V1-P18; V1-P14 268907 434572 61.87 
V1-P19; V1-P14 251374 452823.5 55.51 
V1-P20; V1-P14 267461 426311 62.73 
V1-P21; V1-P14 323272 411792 78.5 
V1-P22; V1-P14 278193 489568 56.82 
V1-P23; V1-P14 347781 440366 78.97 
V1-P24; V1-P14 401732 479708 83.74 
V1-P25; V1-P14 277851 446599.5 62.21 
V1-P26; V1-P14 382803 468520 81.7 
V1-P27; V1-P14 298591 481406 62.02 
V1-P28; V1-P14 275936 459596.5 60.03 
V1-P29; V1-P14 364481 462714 78.77 
V1-P30; V1-P14 338802 454331.5 74.57 
V1-P16; V1-P15 318558 423684.5 75.18 
V1-P17; V1-P15 242815 411133.5 59.05 
V1-P18; V1-P15 266637 415952 64.1 
V1-P19; V1-P15 235598 434203.5 54.25 
V1-P20; V1-P15 244413 407691 59.95 
V1-P21; V1-P15 280486 393172 71.33 
V1-P22; V1-P15 264949 470948 56.25 
V1-P23; V1-P15 329048 421746 78.02 
V1-P24; V1-P15 334222 461088 72.48 
V1-P25; V1-P15 285570 427979.5 66.72 
V1-P26; V1-P15 351285 478266 73.44 
V1-P27; V1-P15 301499 462786 65.14 
V1-P28; V1-P15 279928 440976.5 63.47 
V1-P29; V1-P15 359579 444094 80.96 
V1-P30; V1-P15 351557 435711.5 80.68 
V1-P17; V1-P16 238467 413284 57.7 
V1-P18; V1-P16 274658 418102.5 65.69 
V1-P19; V1-P16 222399 436354 50.96 
V1-P20; V1-P16 220501 409841.5 53.8 
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V1-P21; V1-P16 263898 395322.5 66.75 
V1-P22; V1-P16 245755 473098.5 51.94 
V1-P23; V1-P16 269724 423896.5 63.62 
V1-P24; V1-P16 362525 463238.5 78.25 
V1-P25; V1-P16 242197 434425 55.75 
V1-P26; V1-P16 346497 452050.5 76.65 
V1-P27; V1-P16 264870 464936.5 56.96 
V1-P28; V1-P16 233561 443127 52.7 
V1-P29; V1-P16 375337 446244.5 84.11 
V1-P30; V1-P16 274753 437862 62.74 
V1-18; V1-P17 271005 405551.5 66.82 
V1-P19; V1-P17 269514 423803 63.59 
V1-P20; V1-P17 273210 397290.5 68.76 
V1-P21; V1-P17 280381 382771.5 73.25 
V1-P22; V1-P17 287754 460547.5 62.48 
V1-P23; V1-P17 223818 411345.5 54.41 
V1-P24; V1-P17 241522 450687.5 53.58 
V1-P25; V1-P17 324137 417579 77.62 
V1-P26; V1-P17 238731 439499.5 54.31 
V1-P27; V1-P17 301622 452385.5 66.67 
V1-P28; V1-P17 342592 430576 79.56 
V1-P29; V1-P17 271717 433693.5 62.65 
V1-P30; V1-P17 230487 425311 54.19 
V1-P19; V1-P18 309785 428621.5 72.27 
V1-P20; V1-P18 205555 402109 51.11 
V1-P21; V1-P18 227937 387590 58.8 
V1-P22; V1-P18 281674 465366 60.52 
V1-P23; V1-P18 236485 416164 56.82 
V1-P24; V1-P18 341005 455506 74.86 
V1-P25; V1-P18 218135 422397.5 51.64 
V1-P26; V1-P18 268953 444318 60.53 
V1-P27; V1-P18 233619 457204 51.09 
V1-P28; V1-P18 217812 435394.5 50.02 
V1-P29; V1-P18 323757 438512 73.83 
V1-P30; V1-P18 250933 430129.5 58.33 
V1-P20; V1-P19 295807 420360.5 70.36 
V1-P21; V1-P19 255271 405841.5 62.89 
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V1-P22; V1-P19 386121 483617.5 79.84 
V1-P23; V1-P19 240881 434415.5 55.44 
V1-P24; V1-P19 342115 473757.5 72.21 
V1-P25; V1-P19 282706 440649 64.15 
V1-P26; V1-P19 253911 462569.5 54.89 
V1-P27; V1-P19 329306 475455.5 69.26 
V1-P28; V1-P19 294664 453646 64.95 
V1-P29; V1-P19 242525 456763.5 53.09 
V1-P30; V1-P19 248635 448381 55.45 
V1-P21; V1-P20 295337 379329 77.85 
V1-P22; V1-P20 332084 457105 72.64 
V1-P23; V1-P20 247665 407903 60.71 
V1-P24; V1-P20 232513 447245 51.98 
V1-P25; V1-P20 272648 414136.5 65.83 
V1-P26; V1-P20 280116 436057 64.23 
V1-P27; V1-P20 351825 448943 78.36 
V1-P28; V1-P20 309859 427133.5 72.54 
V1-P29; V1-P20 252996 430251 58.8 
V1-P30; V1-P20 271325 421868.5 64.31 
V1-P22; V1-P21 263319 442586 59.49 
V1-P23; V1-P21 300212 393384 76.31 
V1-P24; V1-P21 320528 432726 74.07 
V1-P25; V1-P21 214601 399617.5 53.7 
V1-P26; V1-P21 296833 421538 70.41 
V1-P27; V1-P21 226004 434424 52.02 
V1-P28; V1-P21 228346 412614.5 55.34 
V1-P29; V1-P21 325502 415732 78.29 
V1-P30; V1-P21 289540 407349.5 71.07 
V1-P23; V1-P22 285125 471160 60.51 
V1-P24; V1-P22 340793 510502 66.75 
V1-P25; V1-P22 353336 477393.5 74.01 
V1-P26; V1-P22 299729 499314 60.02 
V1-P27; V1-P22 396061 512200 77.32 
V1-P28; V1-P22 364434 490390.5 74.31 
V1-P29; V1-P22 265678 493508 53.83 
V1-P30; V1-P22 306431 485125.5 63.16 
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V1-P24; V1-P23 242022 461300 52.46 
V1-P25; V1-P23 318999 428191.5 74.49 
V1-P26; V1-P23 351632 450112 78.12 
V1-P27; V1-P23 325415 462998 70.28 
V1-P28; V1-P23 312107 441188.5 70.74 
V1-P29; V1-P23 316696 444306 71.27 
V1-P30; V1-P23 332157 449889 73.83 
V1-P25; V1-P24 255634 467533.5 54.67 
V1-P26; V1-P24 352086 489454 71.93 
V1-P27; V1-P24 271273 502340 54 
V1-P28; V1-P24 256110 480530.5 53.29 
V1-P29; V1-P24 375485 483648 77.63 
V1-P30; V1-P24 241983 475265.5 50.91 
V1-P26; V1-P25 312433 456345.5 68.46 
V1-P27; V1-P25 409599 469231.5 87.29 
V1-P28; V1-P25 352004 447422 78.67 
V1-P29; V1-P25 272823 450539.5 60.55 
V1-P30; V1-P25 318505 442157 72.03 
V1-P27; V1-P26 335793 491152 68.36 
V1-P28; V1-P26 285950 469342.5 60.92 
V1-P29; V1-P26 350249 472460 74.13 
V1-P30; V1-P26 334844 464077.5 72.15 
V1-P28; V1-P27 403649 482228.5 83.7 
V1-P29; V1-P27 288380 485346 59.41 
V1-P30; V1-P27 320500 476963.5 67.19 
V1-P29; V1-P28 274167 463536.5 59.14 
V1-P30; V1-P28 318766 455154 70 
V1-P30; V1-P29 326257 458271.5 71.19 
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Overlay Area of 
agreement 
Avg of Ridge 
Areas 
% 
Agreement 
    
V2-P2; V2-P1 550181 652602.5 84.3 
V2-P3; V2-P1 354999 563564.5 62.99 
V2-P4; V2-P1 355641 570427.5 62.34 
V2-P5; V2-P1 291693 558715.5 52.2 
V2-P6; V2-P1 287820 552149.5 52.12 
V2-P7; V2-P1 336164 541048 62.13 
V2-P8; V2-P1 400921 545902.5 73.44 
V2-P9; V2-P1 415277 562026 73.88 
V2-P10; V2-P1 330676 564888 58.53 
V2-P11; V2-P1 389033 618747.5 62.87 
V2-P12; V2-P1 441456 576923 76.51 
V2-P13; V2-P1 407989 549871 74.19 
V2-P14; V2-P1 385578 597672.5 64.51 
V2-P15; V2-P1 376665 593877 63.42 
V2-P16; V2-P1 330369 598248 55.22 
V2-P17; V2-P1 365105 593789 61.48 
V2-P18; V2-P1 345829 552236.5 62.62 
V2-P19; V2-P1 341636 551397 61.95 
V2-P20; V2-P1 288118 542417.5 53.11 
V2-P21; V2-P1 302947 559117 54.18 
V2-P22; V2-P1 407483 548321 74.31 
V2-P23; V2-P1 355577 519545.5 68.44 
V2-P24; V2-P1 308983 535624 57.68 
V2-P25; V2-P1 417997 557900.5 74.92 
V2-P26; V2-P1 374285 566731 67.08 
V2-P27; V2-P1 332929 507904 65.54 
V2-P28; V2-P1 431030 568587.5 75.8 
V2-P29; V2-P1 338637 510231 66.36 
V2-P30; V2-P1 261308 506987.5 51.54 
V2-P3; V2-P2 373661 541641 68.98 
V2-P4; V2-P2 359091 548504 65.46 
V2-P5; V2-P2 296931 536792 55.31 
V2-P6; V2-P2 294937 530226 55.62 
V2-P7; V2-P2 375241 519124.5 72.28 
V2-P8; V2-P2 390322 523979 74.49 
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V2-P9; V2-P2 406876 540102.5 75.33 
V2-P10; V2-P2 337949 542964.5 62.24 
V2-P11; V2-P2 380968 596824 63.83 
V2-P12; V2-P2 440019 554999.5 79.28 
V2-P13; V2-P2 404415 527947.5 76.6 
V2-P14; V2-P2 378929 575749 65.81 
V2-P15; V2-P2 374607 571953.5 65.49 
V2-P16; V2-P2 335095 576324.5 58.14 
V2-P17; V2-P2 352655 571865.5 61.66 
V2-P18; V2-P2 337492 530313 63.64 
V2-P19;V2-P2 356413 529473.5 67.31 
V2-P20; V2-P2 334225 630679 52.99 
V2-P21; V2-P2 300036 537193.5 55.85 
V2-P22; V2-P2 417271 526397.5 79.26 
V2-P23; V2-P2 348710 497622 70.07 
V2-P24; V2-P2 314065 513700.5 61.13 
V2-P25; V2-P2 410904 535977 76.66 
V2-P26; V2-P2 365870 544807.5 67.15 
V2-P27; V2-P2 333741 485980.5 68.67 
V2-P28; V2-P2 422445 546664 77.27 
V2-P29; V2-P2 320437 488307.5 65.62 
V2-P30; V2-P2 260503 485064 53.7 
V2-P4; V2-P3 367191 459466 79.91 
V2-P5; V2-P3 305216 447754 68.16 
V2-P6; V2-P3 296743 441188 67.25 
V2-P7; V2-P3 238815 430086.5 55.52 
V2-P8; V2-P3 236803 434941 54.44 
V2-P9; V2-P3 342591 451064.5 75.95 
V2-P10; V2-P3 240668 453926.5 53.01 
V2-P11; V2-P3 277342 507786 54.61 
V2-P12; V2-P3 338999 465961.5 72.75 
V2-P13; V2-P3 282481 438909.5 64.35 
V2-P14; V2-P3 414051 486711 85.07 
V2-P15; V2-P3 386695 482915.5 80.07 
V2-P16; V2-P3 248521 487286.5 51 
V2-P17; V2-P3 364220 482827.5 75.43 
V2-P18; V2-P3 333982 441275 75.68 
V2-P19; V2-P3 323464 440435.5 73.44 
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V2-P20; V2-P3 320103 431456 74.19 
V2-P21; V2-P3 293561 448155.5 65.5 
V2-P22; V2-P3 278054 437359.5 63.57 
V2-P23; V2-P3 222816 408584 54.53 
V2-P24; V2-P3 297045 424662.5 69.94 
V2-P25; V2-P3 287187 446939 64.25 
V2-P26; V2-P3 318290 455769.5 69.83 
V2-P27; V2-P3 265700 396942.5 66.93 
V2-P28; V2-P3 278599 457626 60.87 
V2-P29; V2-P3 227189 399269.5 56.9 
V2-P30; V2-P3 229213 396026 57.87 
V2-P5; V2-P4 344142 454617 75.69 
V2-P6; V2-P4 341696 448051 76.26 
V2-P7; V2-P4 258567 436949.5 59.17 
V2-P8; V2-P4 253136 441804 57.29 
V2-P9; V2-P4 323347 457927.5 70.61 
V2-P10; V2-P4 231841 460789.5 50.31 
V2-P11; V2-P4 367257 514649 71.36 
V2-P12; V2-P4 300414 472824.5 63.53 
V2-P13; V2-P4 288618 445772.5 64.74 
V2-P14; V2-P4 391246 493574 79.26 
V2-P15; V2-P4 344290 489778.5 70.29 
V2-P16; V2-P4 322829 494195 65.32 
V2-P17; V2-P4 391569 489690.5 79.96 
V2-P18; V2-P4 333775 448138 74.48 
V2-P19; V2-P4 303432 447298.5 67.83 
V2-P20; V2-P4 328117 438319 74.85 
V2-P21; V2-P4 300528 455018.5 66.04 
V2-P22; V2-P4 268637 444222.5 60.47 
V2-P23; V2-P4 233272 415447 56.14 
V2-P24; V2-P4 294137 431525.5 68.16 
V2-P25; V2-P4 263602 453802 58.08 
V2-P26; V2-P4 354485 462632.5 76.62 
V2-P27; V2-P4 215790 403805.5 53.43 
V2-P28; V2-P4 254219 464489 54.73 
V2-P29; V2-P4 212031 406132.5 52.2 
V2-P30; V2-P4 275634 402889 68.41 
V2-P6; V2-P5 375377 436339 86.02 
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V2-P7; V2-P5 300416 425237.5 70.64 
V2-P8; V2-P5 281633 430092 65.48 
V2-P9; V2-P5 278045 446215.5 62.31 
V2-P10; V2-P5 332931 449077.5 74.13 
V2-P11; V2-P5 378717 502937 75.3 
V2-P12; V2-P5 288148 461112.5 62.48 
V2-P13; V2-P5 252897 434060.5 58.26 
V2-P14; V2-P5 354525 481862 73.57 
V2-P15; V2-P5 334113 478066.5 69.88 
V2-P16; V2-P5 395302 482437.5 81.93 
V2-P17; V2-P5 380016 477978.5 79.5 
V2-P18; V2-P5 288320 436426 66.06 
V2-P19; V2-P5 291149 435586.5 66.84 
V2-P20; V2-P5 303231 410309 73.9 
V2-P21; V2-P5 337781 443306.5 76.19 
V2-P22; V2-P5 232858 432510.5 53.83 
V2-P23; V2-P5 203884 403735 50.49 
V2-P24; V2-P5 294447 419813.5 70.13 
V2-P25; V2-P5 238902 442090 54.03 
V2-P26; V2-P5 299815 450920.5 66.48 
V2-P27; V2-P5 256946 392093.5 65.53 
V2-P28; V2-P5 247286 452777 54.61 
V2-P29; V2-P5 289461 394420.5 73.38 
V2-P30; V2-P5 236548 391177 60.47 
V2-P7; V2-P6 290286 418671.5 69.33 
V2-P8; V2-P6 294119 423526 69.44 
V2-P9; V2-P6 276917 439649.5 62.98 
V2-P10; V2-P6 374019 442511.5 84.52 
V2-P11; V2-P6 366091 496371 73.75 
V2-P12; V2-P6 288709 454546.5 63.51 
V2-P13; V2-P6 238465 427494.5 55.78 
V2-P14; V2-P6 311520 475296 65.54 
V2-P15; V2-P6 339138 471500.5 71.92 
V2-P16; V2-P6 379251 475871.5 79.69 
V2-P17; V2-P6 370892 471412.5 78.67 
V2-P18; V2-P6 280281 429860 65.2 
V2-P19; V2-P6 281513 429020.5 65.61 
V2-P20; V2-P6 293752 420041 69.93 
V2-P21; V2-P6 338013 440224.25 76.78 
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V2-P22; V2-P6 229570 425944.5 53.89 
V2-P23; V2-P6 207532 397169 52.25 
V2-P24; V2-P6 258789 413247.5 62.62 
V2-P25; V2-P6 242383 435524 55.65 
V2-P26; V2-P6 348837 444354.5 78.5 
V2-P27; V2-P6 195631 385527.5 50.74 
V2-P28; V2-P6 248651 446211 55.72 
V2-P29; V2-P6 198003 387854.5 51.05 
V2-P30; V2-P6 253414 384611 65.88 
V2-P8; V2-P7 365331 412424.5 88.58 
V2-P9; V2-P7 237762 428548 55.48 
V2-P10; V2-P7 320077 431410 74.19 
V2-P11; V2-P7 379761 485269.5 78.25 
V2-P12; V2-P7 247090 443445 55.72 
V2-P13; V2-P7 212712 416393 51.08 
V2-P14; V2-P7 280387 464194.5 60.4 
V2-P15; V2-P7 266294 460399 57.83 
V2-P16; V2-P7 392115 464770 84.36 
V2-P17; V2-P7 286126 460311 62.15 
V2-P18; V2-P7 242057 418758.5 57.8 
V2-P19; V2-P7 236220 417919 56.52 
V2-P20; V2-P7 263016 408939.5 64.31 
V2-P21; V2-P7 273968 425639 64.36 
V2-P22; V2-P7 306434 414843 73.86 
V2-P23; V2-P7 265366 386067.5 68.73 
V2-P24; V2-P7 272402 402146 67.73 
V2-P25; V2-P7 330439 424422.5 77.85 
V2-P26; V2-P7 309404 433253 71.41 
V2-P27; V2-P7 247213 374426 66.02 
V2-P28; V2-P7 310909 435109.5 71.45 
V2-P29; V2-P7 299685 376753 79.54 
V2-P30; V2-P7 188141 373509.5 50.37 
V2-P9; V2-P8 225749 433402.5 52.08 
V2-P10; V2-P8 343327 436264.5 78.69 
V2-P11; V2-P8 390424 490124 79.65 
V2-P12; V2-P8 229196 448299.5 51.12 
V2-P13; V2-P8 343657 421247.5 81.58 
V2-P14; V2-P8 267028 520819 51.27 
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V2-P15; V2-P8 249730 465253.5 53.67 
V2-P16; V2-P8 370799 469624.5 78.95 
V2-P17; V2-P8 273168 465165.5 58.72 
V2-P18; V2-P8 236476 423613 55.82 
V2-P19; V2-P8 234539 422773.5 55.47 
V2-P20; V2-P8 266440 413794 64.38 
V2-P21; V2-P8 256675 430493.5 59.62 
V2-P22; V2-P8 291103 419697.5 69.36 
V2-P23; V2-P8 293256 390922 75.01 
V2-P24; V2-P8 255470 407000.5 62.76 
V2-P25; V2-P8 341962 429277 79.65 
V2-P26; V2-P8 325782 438107.5 74.36 
V2-P27; V2-P8 275410 379280.5 72.61 
V2-P28; V2-P8 290028 439964 65.92 
V2-P29; V2-P8 293908 381607.5 77.01 
V2-P30; V2-P8 232970 378364 61.57 
V2-P10; V2-P9 273280 452388 60.4 
V2-P11; V2-P9 287780 506247.5 56.84 
V2-P12; V2-P9 397975 464423 85.69 
V2-P13; V2-P9 338522 437371 77.39 
V2-P14; V2-P9 359508 485172.5 74.09 
V2-P15; V2-P9 319500 481377 66.37 
V2-P16; V2-P9 257897 485748 53.09 
V2-P17; V2-P9 317146 481289 65.89 
V2-P18; V2-P9 346190 439736.5 78.72 
V2-P19; V2-P9 344158 438897 78.41 
V2-P20; V2-P9 220492 429917.5 51.28 
V2-P21; V2-P9 261508 446617 58.55 
V2-P22; V2-P9 290329 435821 66.61 
V2-P23; V2-P9 241024 407045.5 59.21 
V2-P24; V2-P9 222495 423124 52.58 
V2-P25; V2-P9 326422 445400.5 73.28 
V2-P26; V2-P9 294528 454231 64.84 
V2-P27; V2-P9 247988 395404 62.71 
V2-P28; V2-P9 321141 456087.5 70.41 
V2-P29; V2-P9 265315 345936 76.69 
V2-P30; V2-P9 227820 394487.5 57.75 
V2-P11; V2-P10 439641 509109.5 86.35 
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V2-P12; V2-P10 286475 467285 61.3 
V2-P13; V2-P10 267331 440233 60.72 
V2-P14; V2-P10 265376 488034.5 54.37 
V2-P15; V2-P10 245546 484239 50.7 
V2-P16; V2-P10 339893 488610 69.56 
V2-P17; V1-P10 250484 484151 51.73 
V2-P18; V2-P10 243579 442598.5 55.03 
V2-P19; V2-P10 244148 441759 55.26 
V2-P20; V2-P10 294603 432779.5 68.07 
V2-P21; V2-P10 365359 449479 81.28 
V2-P22; V2-P10 245776 438683 56.02 
V2-P23; V2-P10 247691 409907.5 60.42 
V2-P24; V2-P10 264782 425986 62.15 
V2-P25; V2-P10 252407 448262.5 56.3 
V2-P26; V2-P10 240433 457093 52.6 
V2-P27; V2-P10 213902 398266 53.7 
V2-P28; V2-P10 284223 458949.5 61.92 
V2-P29; V2-P10 247935 400593 61.89 
V2-P30; V2-P10 251151 397349.5 63.2 
V2-P12; V2-P11 309853 521144.5 59.45 
V2-P13; V2-P11 302972 494092.5 61.31 
V2-P14; V2-P11 298442 541894 55.07 
V2-P15; V2-P11 289481 538098.5 53.79 
V2-P16; V2-P11 364328 542469.5 67.16 
V2-P17; V2-P11 289007 538010.5 53.71 
V2-P18; V2-P11 256258 496458 51.61 
V2-P19; V2-P11 270181 495618.5 54.51 
V2-P20; V2-P11 374099 486639 76.87 
V2-P21; V2-P11 345892 503338.5 68.71 
V2-P22; V2-P11 291589 492542.5 59.2 
V2-P23; V2-P11 272194 463767 58.69 
V2-P24; V2-P11 316096 479845.5 65.87 
V2-P25; V2-P11 292725 502122 58.29 
V2-P26; V2-P11 280257 510952.5 54.84 
V2-P27; V2-P11 252691 452125.5 55.88 
V2-P28; V2-P11 327717 512809 63.9 
V2-P29; V2-P11 289230 454452.5 63.64 
V2-P30; V2-P11 295012 451209 65.38 
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V2-P13; V2-P12 374348 452268 82.77 
V2-P14; V2-P12 378318 500069.5 75.65 
V2-P15; V2-P12 353533 496274 71.23 
V2-P16; V2-P12 265647 500645 53.06 
V2-P17; V2-P12 353320 496186 71.2 
V2-P18; V2-P12 324212 454633.5 71.3 
V2-P19; V2-P12 362110 453794 79.79 
V2-P20; V2-P12 281358 444814.5 63.25 
V2-P21; V2-P12 273691 461514 59.3 
V2-P22; V2-P12 331249 450718 73.49 
V2-P23; V2-P12 286086 421942.5 67.8 
V2-P24; V2-P12 243051 438021 55.48 
V2-P25; V2-P12 358265 460297.5 77.83 
V2-P26; V2-P12 304502 469128 64.9 
V2-P27; V2-P12 246319 410301 60.03 
V2-P28; V2-P12 357658 470984.5 75.93 
V2-P29; V2-P12 271246 412628 65.73 
V2-P30; V2-P12 234940 409384.5 57.38 
V2-P14; V2-P13 307993 473017.5 65.11 
V2-P15; V2-P13 285607 469222 60.86 
V2-P16; V2-P13 257174 473593 54.3 
V2-P17; V2-P13 288828 469134 61.56 
V2-P18; V2-P13 289535 427581.5 67.71 
V2-P19; V2-P13 275032 426742 64.44 
V2-P20; V2-P13 231650 417762.5 55.45 
V2-P21; V2-P13 238341 434462 54.85 
V2-P22; V2-P13 283771 423666 66.97 
V2-P23; V2-P13 262643 394890.5 66.51 
V2-P24; V2-P13 218433 410969 53.15 
V2-P25; V2-P13 337125 433245.5 77.81 
V2-P26; V2-P13 337156 442076 76.26 
V2-P27; V2-P13 256223 383249 66.85 
V2-P28; V2-P13 315027 443932.5 70.96 
V2-P29; V2-P13 268785 385576 69.7 
V2-P30; V2-P13 200340 382332.5 52.39 
V2-P15; V2-P14 453553 517023.5 87.72 
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V2-P16; V2-P14 469410 521394.5 90.02 
V2-P17; V2-P14 379531 516935.5 73.41 
V2-P18; V2-P14 366847 475383 77.09 
V2-P19; V2-P14 367543 474543.5 77.45 
V2-P20; V2-P14 342018 465564 73.46 
V2-P21; V2-P14 351506 482263.5 72.88 
V2-P22; V2-P14 284259 471467.5 60.29 
V2-P23; V2-P14 247584 442692 55.92 
V2-P24; V2-P14 301462 458770.5 65.71 
V2-P25; V2-P14 289760 481047 60.23 
V2-P26; V2-P14 359452 489877.5 73.37 
V2-P27; V2-P14 238648 431050.5 55.36 
V2-P28; V2-P14 286005 491734 58.16 
V2-P29; V2-P14 228787 433377.5 52.79 
V2-P30; V2-P14 269147 430134 62.57 
V2-P16; V2-P15 453211 517599 87.56 
V2-P17; V2-P15 458503 513140 89.35 
V2-P18; V2-P15 326317 471587.5 69.19 
V2-P19; V2-P15 372412 470748 79.11 
V2-P20; V2-P15 269549 461768.5 58.37 
V2-P21; V2-P15 360291 478468 75.3 
V2-P22; V2-P15 286168 467672 61.18 
V2-P23; V2-P15 253441 438896.5 57.74 
V2-P24; V2-P15 228357 454975 50.19 
V2-P25; V2-P15 297792 477251.5 62.39 
V2-P26; V2-P15 392701 486082 80.78 
V2-P27; V2-P15 246907 427255 57.78 
V2-P28; V2-P15 310841 487938.5 63.7 
V2-P29; V2-P15 231810 429582 53.96 
V2-P30; V2-P15 306999 426338.5 72 
V2-P17; V2-P16 429623 517511 83.01 
V2-P18; V2-P16 351758 475958.5 73.9 
V2-P19; V2-P16 279943 475119 58.92 
V2-P20; V2-P16 275688 466139.5 59.14 
V2-P21; V2-P16 329482 482839 68.23 
V2-P22; V2-P16 236149 472043 50.02 
V2-P23; V2-P16 228559 443267.5 51.56 
V2-P24; V2-P16 288751 459346 62.86 
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V2-P25; V2-P16 241652 481622.5 50.17 
V2-P26; V2-P16 341077 490453 69.54 
V2-P27; V2-P16 279476 431626 64.74 
V2-P28; V2-P16 264804 492309.5 53.78 
V2-P29; V2-P16 228858 433953 52.73 
V2-P30; V2-P16 248203 430709.5 57.62 
V2-P18; V2-P17 371495 471499.5 78.79 
V2-P19; V2-P17 322369 470660 68.49 
V2-P20; V2-P17 314667 461680.5 68.15 
V2-P21; V2-P17 365092 478380 76.31 
V2-P22; V2-P17 278210 467584 59.49 
V2-P23; V2-P17 242600 438808.5 55.28 
V2-P24; V2-P17 376338 454887 82.73 
V2-P25; V2-P17 287170 477163.5 60.18 
V2-P26; V2-P17 244960 485994 50.4 
V2-P27; V2-P17 230697 427167 54 
V2-P28; V2-P17 296403 487850.5 60.75 
V2-P29; V2-P17 228181 429494 53.12 
V2-P30; V2-P17 277611 426250.5 65.12 
V2-P19; V2-P18 297029 429107.5 69.22 
V2-P20; V2-P18 289260 420128 68.85 
V2-P21; V2-P18 295537 436827.5 67.65 
V2-P22; V2-P18 222711 426031.5 52.27 
V2-P23; V2-P18 212158 397256 53.4 
V2-P24; V2-P18 246419 413334.5 59.61 
V2-P25; V2-P18 269970 435611 61.97 
V2-P26; V2-P18 294718 444441.5 66.31 
V2-P27; V2-P18 195266 385614.5 50.63 
V2-P28; V2-P18 261607 446298 58.61 
V2-P29; V2-P18 202078 387941.5 52.08 
V2-P30; V2-P18 243246 384698 63.23 
V2-P20; V2-P19 210673 419288.5 50.24 
V2-P21; V2-P19 266154 435988 61.04 
V2-P22; V2-P19 294436 425192 69.24 
V2-P23; V2-P19 246623 396416.5 62.21 
V2-P24; V2-P19 259565 412495 62.92 
V2-P25; V2-P19 303471 434771.5 69.8 
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V2-P26; V2-P19 328805 443602 74.12 
V2-P27; V2-P19 224359 384775 58.3 
V2-P28; V2-P19 314322 445458.5 70.56 
V2-P29; V2-P19 224120 387102 57.89 
V2-P30; V2-P19 271426 383858.5 70.7 
V2-P21; V2-P20 353763 427008.5 82.84 
V2-P22; V2-P20 256433 416212.5 61.61 
V2-P23; V2-P20 263509 387437 68.01 
V2-P24; V2-P20 318386 403515.5 78.9 
V2-P25; V2-P20 261532 425792 61.42 
V2-P26; V2-P20 238115 434622.5 54.78 
V2-P27; V2-P20 232491 375795.5 61.86 
V2-P28; V2-P20 280018 436479 64.15 
V2-P29; V2-P20 270316 378122.5 71.48 
V2-P30; V2-P20 189945 374879 50.66 
V2-P22; V2-P21 246500 432912 56.93 
V2-P23; V2-P21 225932 404136.5 55.9 
V2-P24; V2-P21 253044 420215 60.21 
V2-P25; V2-P21 254585 442491.5 57.53 
V2-P26; V2-P21 348717 451322 77.26 
V2-P27; V2-P21 291925 392495 74.37 
V2-P28; V2-P21 260282 453178.5 57.43 
V2-P29; V2-P21 323917 394822 82.04 
V2-P30; V2-P21 255367 391578.5 65.21 
V2-P23; V2-P22 271462 393340.5 69.01 
V2-P24; V2-P22 260986 409419 63.74 
V2-P25; V2-P22 323501 431695.5 74.93 
V2-P26; V2-P22 327807 440526 74.41 
V2-P27; V2-P22 231136 381699 60.55 
V2-P28; V2-P22 337597 442382.5 76.31 
V2-P29; V2-P22 260515 384026 67.83 
V2-P30; V2-P22 240189 380782.5 63.07 
V2-P24; V2-P23 243743 380643.5 64.03 
V2-P25; V2-P23 305244 402920 75.75 
V2-P26; V2-P23 283179 411750.5 68.77 
V2-P27; V2-P23 235345 352923.5 66.68 
V2-P28; V2-P23 310103 413607 74.97 
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V2-P29; V2-P23 254938 355250.5 71.76 
V2-P30; V2-P23 236136 352007 67.08 
V2-P25; V2-P24 276622 418998.5 66.01 
V2-P26; V2-P24 218523 427829 51.07 
V2-P27; V2-P24 262830 369002 71.22 
V2-P28; V2-P24 279041 429685.5 64.94 
V2-P29; V2-P24 265959 371329 71.62 
V2-P30; V2-P24 201021 368085.5 54.61 
V2-P26; V2;P25 244284 450105.5 54.27 
V2-P27; V2-P25 324269 391278.5 82.87 
V2-P28; V2-P25 354744 451962 78.48 
V2-P29; V2-P25 288520 393605.5 73.3 
V2-P30; V2-P25 236736 390362 60.64 
V2-P27; V2-P26 297107 400109 74.25 
V2-P28; V2-P26 235441 460792.5 51.09 
V2-P29; V2-P26 203623 402436 50.59 
V2-P30; V2-P26 294000 399192.5 73.64 
V2-P28; V2-P27 316004 401965.5 78.61 
V2-P29; V2-P27 254031 343609 73.93 
V2-P30; V2-P37 202135 340365.5 59.38 
V2-P29; V2-P28 257125 404292.5 63.59 
V2-P30; V2-P28 224505 401049 55.97 
V2-P30; V2-P29 218960 342692.5 63.89 
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Overlay Area of 
agreement 
Avg of ridge 
areas 
% agreement 
    
V3-P2; V3-P1 293675 381852 76.9 
V3-P3; V3-P1 285733 373776 76.44 
V3-P4; V3-P1 323486 408195.5 79.24 
V3-P5; V3-P1 356331 389973 91.37 
V3-P6; V3-P1 228273 401013 56.92 
V3-P7; V3-P1 281146 385312.5 72.96 
V3-P8; V3-P1 263393 412155 63.9 
V3-P9; V3-P1 273765 380262 71.99 
V3-P10; V3-P1 223886 420385.5 53.25 
V3-P11; V3-P1 275319 390555 70.49 
V3-P12; V3-P1 310680 399004 77.86 
V3-P13; V3-P1 185997 359517 51.73 
V3-P14; V3-P1 346315 407845 84.91 
V3-P15; V3-P1 258072 415155 62.16 
V3-P16; V3-P1 200816 382387.5 52.51 
V3-P17; V3-P1 301980 398406 75.79 
V3-P18; V3-P1 238089 404281.5 58.89 
V3-P19; V3-P1 278614 393470.5 70.8 
V3-P20; V3-P1 361114 419891.5 86 
V3-P21; V3-P1 307054 401410 76.49 
V3-P22; V3-P1 227039 436063.5 52.06 
V3-P23; V3-P1 334926 420011.5 79.74 
V3-P24; V3-P1 240154 379368.5 63.3 
V3-P25; V3-P1 320412 414440.5 77.31 
V3-P26; V3-P1 332789 396320 83.96 
V3-P27; V3-P1 318317 424335.5 75.01 
V3-P28; V3-P1 327058 394694.5 82.86 
V3-P29; V3-P1 255786 410635.5 62.29 
V3-P30; V3-P1 237199 389537.5 60.89 
V3-P3; V3-P2 252271 363676 69.36 
V3-P4; V3-P2 292550 398095.5 73.48 
V3-P5; V3-P2 212143 379873 55.84 
V3-P6; V3-P2 204518 390913 52.31 
V3-P7; V3-P2 257520 375212.5 68.63 
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V3-P8; V3-P2 272399 402055 67.75 
V3-P9; V3-P2 245452 370162 66.3 
V3-P10; V3-P2 214300 410285.5 52.23 
V3-P11; V3-P2 259691 380455 68.25 
V3-P12; V3-P2 222993 388904 57.33 
V3-P13; V3-P2 193630 349417 55.41 
V3-P14; V3-P2 324318 397745 81.53 
V3-P15; V3-P2 293924 405055 72.56 
V3-P16; V3-P2 195180 372287.5 52.42 
V3-P17; V3-P2 241043 388306 62.07 
V3-P18; V3-P2 334016 394181.5 84.73 
V3-P19; V3-P2 240350 383370.5 62.69 
V3-P20; V3-P2 353347 409791.5 86.22 
V3-P21; V3-P2 230012 391310 58.77 
V3-P22; V3-P2 224626 425963.5 52.73 
V3-P23; V3-P2 232581 409911.5 56.73 
V3-P24; V3-P2 281304 369268.5 76.17 
V3-P25; V3-P2 228103 404340.5 56.41 
V3-P26; V3-P2 224489 386220 58.12 
V3-P27; V3-P2 252874 414235.5 61.04 
V3-P28; V3-P2 220107 384594.5 57.23 
V3-P29; V3-P2 244018 400535.5 60.92 
V3-P30; V3-P2 223529 379437.5 58.91 
V3-P4; V3-P3 240623 390019.5 61.69 
V3-P5; V3-P3 193487 371797 52.04 
V3-P6; V3-P3 205844 382837 53.76 
V3-P7; V3-P3 289028 367136.5 78.72 
V3-P8; V3-P3 302155 393979 76.69 
V3-P9; V3-P3 293276 362086 80.99 
V3-P10; V3-P3 240276 402209.5 59.73 
V3-P11; V3-P3 212289 372379 57 
V3-P12; V3-P3 246553 380828 64.74 
V3-P13; V3-P3 241329 341341 70.7 
V3-P14; V3-P3 291376 389669 74.76 
V3-P15; V3-P3 257123 396979 64.76 
V3-P16; V3-P3 216522 364211.5 59.44 
V3-P17; V3-P3 270976 380230 71.26 
V3-P18; V3-P3 326855 386105.5 84.65 
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V3-P19; V3-P3 218035 375294.5 58.09 
V3-P20; V3-P3 262638 401715.5 65.37 
V3-P21; V3-P3 270626 383234 70.61 
V3-P22; V3-P3 238721 417887.5 57.12 
V3-P23; V3-P3 295006 401835.5 73.41 
V3-P24; V3-P3 192121 361192.5 53.19 
V3-P25; V3-P3 233134 396264.5 58.83 
V3-P26; V3-P3 268192 378144 70.92 
V3-P27; V3-P3 286420 406159.5 70.51 
V3-P28; V3-P3 300970 376518.5 79.93 
V3-P29; V3-P3 291308 392459.5 74.22 
V3-P30; V3-P3 214057 371361.5 57.64 
V3-P5; V3-P4 261851 406216.5 64.46 
V3-P6; V3-P4 211102 417256.5 50.59 
V3-P7; V3-P4 235296 401556 58.59 
V3-P8; V3-P4 305652 428398.5 71.34 
V3-P9; V3-P4 235473 396505.5 59.38 
V3-P10; V3-P4 224476 436629 51.41 
V3-P11; V3-P4 343730 406798.5 84.49 
V3-P12; V3-P4 227130 415247.5 54.69 
V3-P13; V3-P4 202855 375760.5 53.98 
V3-P14; V3-P4 322757 424088.5 76.1 
V3-P15; V3-P4 226107 431398.5 52.41 
V3-P16; V3-P4 292234 398631 73.3 
V3-P17; V3-P4 318853 414649.5 76.89 
V3-P18; V3-P4 252221 420525 59.97 
V3-P19; V3-P4 281026 409714 68.59 
V3-P20; V3-P4 353234 436135 80.99 
V3-P21; V3-P4 233215 417653.5 55.83 
V3-P22; V3-P4 245573 452307 54.29 
V3-P23; V3-P4 248713 436255 57.01 
V3-P24; V3-P4 293525 395612 74.19 
V3-P25; V3-P4 342447 430684 79.51 
V3-P26; V3-P4 227817 412563.5 55.21 
V3-P27; V3-P4 260649 440579 59.16 
V3-P28; V3-P4 270466 410938 65.81 
V3-P29; V3-P4 245705 426879 57.55 
V3-P30; V3-P4 339460 405781 83.65 
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V3-P6; V3-P5 295271 399034 73.99 
V3-P7; V3-P5 191874 383333.5 50.05 
V3-P8; V3-P5 280720 410176 68.43 
V3-P9; V3-P5 198381 378283 52.44 
V3-P10; V3-P5 289840 418406.5 69.27 
V3-P11; V3-P5 266430 388576 68.56 
V3-P12; V3-P5 249310 397025 62.79 
V3-P13; V3-P5 281984 357538 78.86 
V3-P14; V3-P5 221283 405866 54.52 
V3-P15; V3-P5 274480 413176 66.43 
V3-P16; V3-P5 265747 380408.5 69.85 
V3-P17; V3-P5 293762 396427 74.1 
V3-P18; V3-P5 366469 402302.5 91.09 
V3-P19; V3-P5 287719 391491.5 73.49 
V3-P20; V3-P5 237331 417912.5 56.78 
V3-P21; V3-P5 304822 399431 76.31 
V3-P22; V3-P5 359167 434084.5 82.74 
V3-P23; V3-P5 251570 418032.5 60.17 
V3-P24; V3-P5 217844 377389.5 57.72 
V3-P25; V3-P5 269307 412461.5 65.29 
V3-P26; V3-P5 282806 394341 71.71 
V3-P27; V3-P5 327440 422356.5 77.52 
V3-P28; V3-P5 347103 392715.5 88.38 
V3-P29; V3-P5 334592 408656.5 81.87 
V3-P30; V3-P5 267629 387558.5 69.05 
V3-P7; V3-P6 238787 394373.5 60.54 
V3-P8; V3-P6 238982 421216 56.73 
V3-P9; V3-P6 208610 389323 53.58 
V3-P10; V3-P6 315912 429446.5 73.56 
V3-P11; V3-P6 349213 399616 87.38 
V3-P12; V3-P6 315547 408065 77.32 
V3-P13; V3-P6 263051 368578 71.36 
V3-P14; V3-P6 217955 416906 52.27 
V3-P15; V3-P6 307156 424216 72.4 
V3-P16; V3-P6 360912 391448.5 92.19 
V3-P17; V3-P6 255209 407467 62.63 
V3-P18; V3-P6 303605 413342.5 73.45 
V3-P19; V3-P6 340688 402531.5 84.63 
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V3-P20; V3-P6 236124 428952.5 55.04 
V3-P21; V3-P6 262269 410471 63.89 
V3-P22; V3-P6 377200 445124.5 84.74 
V3-P23; V3-P6 308972 429072.5 72 
V3-P24; V3-P6 302440 388429.5 77.86 
V3-P25; V3-P6 212652 423501.5 50.21 
V3-P26; V3-P6 300294 405381 74.07 
V3-P27; V3-P6 253475 433396.5 58.48 
V3-P28; V3-P6 310355 403755.5 76.86 
V3-P29; V3-P6 277772 419696.5 66.18 
V3-P30; V3-P6 360325 398598.5 90.39 
V3-P8; V3-P7 285907 405515.5 70.5 
V3-P9; V3-P7 314858 373622.5 84.27 
V3-P10; V3-P7 249624 413746 60.33 
V3-P11; V3-P7 226889 383915.5 59.09 
V3-P12; V3-P7 275581 392364.5 70.23 
V3-P13; V3-P7 247245 352877.5 70.06 
V3-P14; V3-P7 269745 401205.5 67.23 
V3-P15; V3-P7 317184 408515.5 77.64 
V3-P16; V3-P7 240749 375748 64.07 
V3-P17; V3-P7 303229 391766.5 77.4 
V3-P18; V3-P7 204433 397642 51.41 
V3-P19; V3-P7 224286 386831 57.98 
V3-P20; V3-P7 277333 413252 67.1 
V3-P21; V3-P7 298572 394770.5 75.63 
V3-P22; V3-P7 266415 429424 62.04 
V3-P23; V3-P7 272928 413372 66.02 
V3-P24; V3-P7 214335 372729 57.5 
V3-P25; V3-P7 240714 407801 59.02 
V3-P26; V3-P7 294305 389680.5 75.52 
V3-P27; V3-P7 309099 417696 74 
V3-P28; V3-P7 208623 388055 53.76 
V3-P29; V3-P7 304474 403996 75.36 
V3-P30; V3-P7 217753 382898 56.86 
V3-P9; V3-P8 289772 400465 72.35 
V3-P10; V3-P8 233391 440588.5 52.97 
V3-P11; V3-P8 311578 410758 75.85 
V3-P12; V3-P8 315229 419207 75.19 
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V3-P13; V3-P8 192652 379720 50.73 
V3-P14; V3-P8 259609 428048 60.64 
V3-P15; V3-P8 314425 435358 72.22 
V3-P16; V3-P8 217373 402590.5 53.99 
V3-P17; V3-P8 308493 418609 73.69 
V3-P18; V3-P8 258570 424484.5 60.91 
V3-P19; V3-P8 323033 413673.5 78.08 
V3-P20; V3-P8 324117 440094.5 73.64 
V3-P21; V3-P8 337362 421613 80 
V3-P22; V3-P8 238349 456266.5 52.23 
V3-P23; V3-P8 342015 440214.5 77.69 
V3-P24; V3-P8 276150 399571.5 69.11 
V3-P25; V3-P8 350478 434643.5 80.63 
V3-P26; V3-P8 208752 416523 50.11 
V3-P27; V3-P8 321020 444538.5 72.21 
V3-P28; V3-P8 316870 414897.5 76.37 
V3-P29; V3-P8 218950 430838.5 50.81 
V3-P30; V3-P8 337686 409740.5 82.41 
V3-P10; V3-P9 241558 408695.5 59.1 
V3-P11; V3-P9 225149 378865 59.42 
V3-P12; V3-P9 245705 387314 63.43 
V3-P13; V3-P9 216701 347827 62.39 
V3-P14; V3-P9 263643 396155 66.55 
V3-P15; V3-P9 298839 403465 74.06 
V3-P16; V3-P9 209819 370697.5 56.6 
V3-P17; V3-P9 303886 386716 78.58 
V3-P18; V3-P9 197457 392591.5 50.29 
V3-P19; V3-P9 220079 381780.5 57.64 
V3-P20; V3-P9 255052 408201.5 62.48 
V3-P21; V3-P9 268957 389720 69.01 
V3-P22; V3-P9 253385 424373.5 59.7 
V3-P23; V3-P9 282444 408321.5 69.17 
V3-P24; V3-P9 203514 367678.5 55.35 
V3-P25; V3-P9 219482 402750.5 54.49 
V3-P26; V3-P9 246290 384630 64.03 
V3-P27; V3-P9 297784 412645.5 72.16 
V3-P28; V3-P9 208757 383004.5 54.5 
V3-P29; V3-P9 285429 398945.5 71.54 
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V3-P30; V3-P9 208619 377847.5 55.21 
V3-P11; V3-P10 323028 418988.5 77.09 
V3-P12; V3-P10 359356 427437.5 84.07 
V3-P13; V3-P10 293676 387950.5 75.69 
V3-P14; V3-P10 235615 436278.5 54 
V3-P15; V3-P10 358702 443588.5 80.86 
V3-P16; V3-P10 259856 410821 63.25 
V3-P17; V3-P10 247037 426839.5 57.87 
V3-P18; V3-P10 262372 432715 60.63 
V3-P19; V3-P10 215403 421904 51.05 
V3-P20; V3-P10 262829 448325 58.62 
V3-P21; V3-P10 343268 429843.5 79.85 
V3-P22; V3-P10 396103 464497 85.27 
V3-P23; V3-P10 337553 448445 75.27 
V3-P24; V3-P10 286033 407802 70.14 
V3-P25; V3-P10 238928 442874 53.94 
V3-P26; V3-P10 366295 424753.5 86.23 
V3-P27; V3-P10 311377 452769 68.77 
V3-P28; V3-P10 342761 423128 81 
V3-P29; V3-P10 307832 439069 70.11 
V3-P30; V3-P10 209282 417971 50.07 
V3-P12; V3-P11 203696 397607 51.23 
V3-P13; V3-P11 179158 358120 50.02 
V3-P14; V3-P11 262804 406448 64.65 
V3-P15; V3-P11 224436 413758 54.24 
V3-P16; V3-P11 293182 380990.5 76.95 
V3-P17; V3-P11 360169 397009 90.72 
V3-P18; V3-P11 318255 402884.5 78.99 
V3-P19; V3-P11 315858 392073.5 80.56 
V3-P20; V3-P11 267185 418494.5 63.84 
V3-P21; V3-P11 221308 400013 55.32 
V3-P22; V3-P11 223465 434666.5 51.41 
V3-P23; V3-P11 227019 418614.5 54.23 
V3-P24; V3-P11 310103 377971.5 82.04 
V3-P25; V3-P11 351639 413043.5 85.13 
V3-P26; V3-P11 207571 394923 52.55 
V3-P27; V3-P11 231786 422938.5 54.8 
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V3-P28; V3-P11 279820 393297.5 71.14 
V3-P29; V3-P11 223058 409238.5 54.5 
V3-P30; V3-P11 358512 388140.5 92.36 
V3-P13; V3-P12 268447 366569 73.23 
V3-P14; V3-P12 226209 414897 54.52 
V3-P15; V3-P12 331366 422207 78.48 
V3-P16; V3-P12 306923 389439.5 78.81 
V3-P17; V3-P12 230662 405458 56.88 
V3-P18; V3-P12 246573 411333.5 59.94 
V3-P19; V3-P12 212209 394989 53.72 
V3-P20; V3-P12 252904 426943.5 59.23 
V3-P21; V2-P12 307106 408462 75.18 
V3-P22; V3-P12 382915 443115.5 86.41 
V3-P23; V3-P12 335353 427063.5 78.52 
V3-P24; V3-P12 333679 386420.5 86.35 
V3-P25; V3-P12 236949 421492.5 56.21 
V3-P26; V3-P12 310684 403372 77.02 
V3-P27; V3-P12 285357 431387.5 66.14 
V3-P28; V3-P12 215622 401746.5 53.67 
V3-P29; V3-P12 320698 417687.5 76.77 
V3-P30; V3-P12 205621 396589.5 51.84 
V3-P14; V3-P13 192414 375410 51.25 
V3-P15; V3-P13 255882 382720 66.85 
V3-P16; V3-P13 240871 349952.5 68.82 
V3-P17; V3-P13 205728 365971 56.21 
V3-P18; V3-P13 213847 371846.5 57.5 
V3-P19; V3-P13 185951 361035.5 51.5 
V3-P20; V3-P13 223829 387456.5 57.76 
V3-P21; V3-P13 294653 368975 79.85 
V3-P22; V3-P13 292611 403628.5 72.49 
V3-P23; V3-P13 287897 387576.5 74.28 
V3-P24; V3-P13 249817 346933.5 72 
V3-P25; V3-P13 194810 346933.5 56.15 
V3-P26; V3-P13 255530 363885 70.22 
V3-P27; V3-P13 261535 391900.5 66.73 
V3-P28; V3-P13 248613 362259.5 68.62 
V3-P29; V3-P13 289347 378200.5 76.5 
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V3-P30; V3-P13 237776 357102.5 66.58 
V3-P15; V3-P14 328940 431048 76.31 
V3-P16; V3-P14 199281 398280.5 50.03 
V3-P17; V3-P14 263605 414299 63.62 
V3-P18; V3-P14 299858 420174.5 71.36 
V3-P19; V3-P14 253638 409363.5 61.95 
V3-P20; V3-P14 357574 435784.5 82.05 
V3-P21; V3-P14 249257 417303 59.73 
V3-P22; V3-P14 252561 451956.5 55.88 
V3-P23; V3-P14 275170 435904.5 63.12 
V3-P24; V3-P14 296963 395261.5 75.13 
V3-P25; V3-P14 302810 430333.5 70.36 
V3-P26; V3-P14 238535 412213 57.86 
V3-P27; V3-P14 295728 440228.5 67.17 
V3-P28; V3-P14 220288 397437 55.42 
V3-P29; V3-P14 265605 429319 61.86 
V3-P30; V3-P14 266009 405430.5 65.61 
V3-P16; V3-P15 348959 405590.5 86.03 
V3-P17; V3-P15 319317 421609 75.73 
V3-P18; V3-P15 357112 427484.5 83.53 
V3-P19; V3-P15 228173 416673.5 54.76 
V3-P20; V3-P15 357144 443094.5 80.6 
V3-P21; V3-P15 352790 424613 83.08 
V3-P22; V3-P15 362729 459266.5 78.98 
V3-P23; V3-P15 327364 443214.5 73.86 
V3-P24; V3-P15 293823 402571.5 72.98 
V3-P25; V3-P15 232092 437643.5 53.03 
V3-P26; V3-P15 355091 419523 84.64 
V3-P27; V3-P15 357333 447538.5 79.84 
V3-P28; V3-P15 269832 417897.5 64.56 
V3-P29; V3-P15 299644 433838.5 69.06 
V3-P30; V3-P15 232739 412740.5 56.28 
V3-P17; V3-P16 227689 388841.5 58.55 
V3-P18; V3-P16 259800 394717 65.81 
V3-P19; V3-P16 262942 383906 68.49 
V3-P20; V3-P16 222628 410327 54.25 
V3-P21; V3-P16 267324 391845.5 68.22 
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V3-P22; V3-P16 356270 426499 83.53 
V3-P23; V3-P16 281056 410447 68.47 
V3-P24; V3-P16 284113 369804 76.82 
V3-P25; V3-P16 203668 404876 50.3 
V3-P26; V3-P16 287875 386755.5 74.43 
V3-P27; V3-P16 239289 414771 57.69 
V3-P28; V3-P16 339227 385130 88.08 
V3-P29; V3-P16 282661 401071 70.47 
V3-P30; V3-P16 347183 379973 91.37 
V3-P18; V3-P17 256940 410735.5 62.55 
V3-P19; V3-P17 327229 399924.5 81.82 
V3-P20; V3-P17 265251 426345.5 62.21 
V3-P21; V3-P17 218634 407864 53.6 
V3-P22; V3-P17 258284 442517.5 58.36 
V3-P23; V3-P17 234826 426465.5 55.06 
V3-P24; V3-P17 285169 385822.5 73.91 
V3-P25; V3-P17 340153 420894.5 80.81 
V3-P26; V3-P17 224600 402774 55.76 
V3-P27; V3-P17 337504 430789.5 78.34 
V3-P28; V3-P17 271770 401148.5 67.74 
V3-P29; V3-P17 221268 417089.5 53.05 
V3-P30; V3-P17 347046 395991.5 87.63 
V3-P19; V3-P18 343235 405800 84.58 
V3-P20; V3-P18 331142 432221 76.61 
V3-P21; V3-P18 247756 413739.5 59.88 
V3-P22; V3-P18 283819 448393 63.29 
V3-P23; V3-P18 259776 432341 60.08 
V3-P24; V3-P18 279406 391698 71.33 
V3-P25; V3-P18 354154 426770 82.98 
V3-P26; V3-P18 245098 408649.5 59.97 
V3-P27; V3-P18 241599 436665 55.32 
V3-P28; V3-P18 324156 407024 79.64 
V3-P29; V3-P18 249043 422965 58.88 
V3-P30; V3-P18 322009 401867 80.12 
V3-P20; V3-P19 282949 421410 67.14 
V3-P21; V3-P19 206216 402928.5 51.17 
V3-P22; V3-P19 279506 437582 63.87 
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V3-P23; V3-P19 218525 421530 51.84 
V3-P24; V3-P19 278759 380887 73.18 
V3-P25; V3-P19 350122 415959 84.17 
V3-P26; V3-P19 209071 397838.5 52.55 
V3-P27; V3-P19 214830 425854 50.44 
V3-P28; V3-P19 311573 396213 78.63 
V3-P29; V3-P19 214309 412154 51.99 
V3-P30; V3-P19 319806 391056 81.78 
V3-P21; V3-P20 267914 429349.5 62.39 
V3-P22; V3-P20 270040 464003 58.19 
V3-P23; V3-P20 277138 447951 61.86 
V3-P24; V3-P20 294656 407308 72.34 
V3-P25; V3-P20 297163 442380 67.17 
V3-P26; V3-P20 257301 424259.5 60.64 
V3-P27; V3-P20 289493 452275 64 
V3-P28; V3-P20 258640 422634 61.19 
V3-P29; V3-P20 270673 438575 61.71 
V3-P30; V3-P20 299330 417477 71.69 
V3-P22; V3-P21 341162 445521.5 76.57 
V3-P23; V3-P21 362531 429469.5 84.41 
V3-P24; V3-P21 303969 388826.5 78.17 
V3-P25; V3-P21 247791 423898.5 58.45 
V3-P26; V3-P21 373420 405778 92.02 
V3-P27; V3-P21 328430 433793.5 75.71 
V3-P28; V3-P21 204572 404152.5 50.61 
V3-P29; V3-P21 355024 420093.5 84.51 
V3-P30; V3-P21 213872 398995.5 53.6 
V3-P23; V3-P22 385900 464123 83.14 
V3-P24; V3-P22 313544 423480 74.03 
V3-P25; V3-P22 250636 458552 54.65 
V3-P26; V3-P22 374177 440431.5 84.95 
V3-P27; V3-P22 320306 468447 68.37 
V3-P28; V3-P22 370679 438806 84.47 
V3-P29; V3-P22 338052 454747 74.33 
V3-P30; V3-P22 224724 433649 51.82 
V3-P24; V3-P23 208440 407428 51.15 
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V3-P25; V3-P23 258306 442500 58.37 
V3-P26; V3-P23 401058 424379.5 94.5 
V3-P27; V3-P23 314820 452395 69.58 
V3-P28; V3-P23 364785 422754 86.28 
V3-P29; V3-P23 367662 438695 83.8 
V3-P30; V3-P23 233759 417597 55.97 
V3-P25; V3-P24 304703 401857 75.82 
V3-P26; V3-P24 192859 383736.5 50.25 
V3-P27; V3-P24 213783 411752 51.92 
V3-P28; V3-P24 237657 382111 62.19 
V3-P29; V3-P24 203814 398052 51.2 
V3-P30; V3-P24 274225 376954 72.74 
V3-P26; V3-P25 238582 418808.5 59.69 
V3-P27; V3-P25 261174 446824 58.45 
V3-P28; V3-P25 289746 417183 69.45 
V3-P29; V3-P25 245330 433124 56.64 
V3-P30; V3-P25 328313 412026 79.68 
V3-P27; V3-P26 326698 428703.5 76.2 
V3-P28; V3-P26 274890 399062.5 68.88 
V3-P29; V3-P26 338232 415003.5 81.5 
V3-P30; V3-P26 217929 393905.5 55.32 
V3-P28; V3-P27 288633 427078 67.58 
V3-P29; V3-P27 380867 443019 85.97 
V3-P30; V3-P27 331020 421921 78.45 
V3-P29; V3-P28 314691 413378 76.12 
V3-P30; V3-P28 304092 392280 77.51 
V3-P30; V3-P29 222290 408221 54.45 
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Comparison between volunteer data sets 
    
Impressions Area of 
agreement 
Avg of ridge 
areas 
% agreement 
    
V1-P1; V2-P1 341950 540611.5 63.25 
V1-P1; V3-P1 277269 399324.5 69.43 
V2-P1; V3-P1 369308 533239 69.25 
    
V1-P5; V2-P5 274695 415810.5 66.06 
V1-P5; V3-P5 253762 388355 65.34 
V2-P5; V3-P5 300434 415449.5 72.31 
    
V1-P10; V2-P10 322775 438322 73.63 
V1-P10; V3-P10 308622 435106.5 70.93 
V2-P10; V3-P10 357814 452034.5 79.15 
    
V1-P15; V2-P15 330067 467381 70.62 
V1-P15; V3-P15 215421 429946 50.1 
V2-P15; V3-P15 358694 475793 75.38 
    
V1-P20; V2-P20 214003 402078.5 53.22 
V1-P20; V3-P20 274182 420839.5 65.15 
V2-P20; V3-P20 322464 429070 75.15 
    
V1-P25; V2-P25 348662 437850 79.03 
V1-P25; V3-P25 305883 435677 70.2 
V2-P25; V3-P25 340328 439102 77.5 
    
V1-P30; V2-P30 306515 394669 77.66 
V1-P30; V3-P30 277094 418506 66.21 
V2-P30; V3-P30 228211 363286 62.81 
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Impression length data 
Right Shoe 27. 5 cm 
  
Volunteer 1  
  
Impression Size (cm) 
V1- PA 27.3 
V1-PB 27.3 
V1-PC 27.35 
V1-PD 27.4 
V1-PE 27.3 
V1-PF 27.3 
V1-PG 27.35 
V1-PH 27.35 
V1-PI 27.35 
V1-PJ 27.4 
Volunteer 2  
V2-PA 27.3 
V2-PB 27.3 
V2-PC 27.25 
V2-PD 27.3 
V2-PE 27.35 
V2-PF 27.2 
V2-PG 27.15 
V2-PH 27.2 
V2-PI 27.25 
V2-PJ 27.3 
Volunteer 3  
V3-PA 27.4 
V3-PB 27.3 
V3-PC 27.35 
V3-PD 27.3 
V3-PE 27.4 
V3-PF 27.3 
V3-PG 27.3 
V3-PH 27.3 
V3-PI 27.4 
V3-PJ 27.3 
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